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"I BELIEVE

Adelle Vaughn Jemison
Enters School Board Race
ST.

PETERSBURG - school system in 1978, when

Adelle
Jemison
has the district’s first equal opporannounced her candidacy to tunity director resigned,
run for the District 4 seat on the
During her yeais in educaPinellas County School Board, tion, she built greater relation-

“Quality ships. The entire county came
Education not Race Ratios.” to trust and respect her and her

with a platform of

District 4 covers Pinellas work. Jemison is known as
County, south of 54th Avenue one who is committed and
North and West of U.S. 19. cares. Her honesty and caring
Corinne Freeman now holds for peqple especially the ones
the seat. She will face the win- with whom she held a different
ners of September Republican view was well respected,
primary

between

Janet While employed with the

Caramello, Charles Patton and school system, when she
Tom Todd.
Jemison,
statuesque
woman with a soft voice and a
patient expression, reluctantly

Adelle Vaughn Jemison

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just Fer Coming In.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS
2200 - Dr. M.L. King St. S., St. Pete

became the conscience of the

thought the district was wrong
she would say so. When she
thought the district was right,
she fought for it tenaciously.

THATTHE
UNARMED
TRUTHAND
UNCONDITION
AL LOBE WILL
I HAVE THE
FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I
STILL BELIEVE
THAT WE
SHALL OVER
COME.'
-MARTIN
LUTHER KING,
JR.
PLEASE
‘ SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Graham Meets With Flonda
School Administrators
ORLANDO - United
States Senator Bob Graham
spoke recently to a group of
about 400 school administra
tors from around Florida, dur
ing the 21st Annual Rorida
Association of School Admin
istrators Conference. The con
ference’was held at the Radis
son Twin Towers Hotel in
Orlando
Pictured is Senator Gra
ham with Dr. J. Howard
Hinesley, Superintendent of
Pinellas County Schools.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY
1

Please see pg. 10

Dr. J. Howard Hinesley and Senator Graham
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President’s Report says Need to
Create Jobs, Better Schools and
Affordable Housing Is Priority
WASHINGTON-President Qinton recently issued
the second annual State of the
Cities report, which concludes

“The success of the Clin
ton economy has meant real
progress for America’s cities, “
Cuomo said. “The President’s

uiban America is rebounding
and in the best shape in a

Eugene Leshore Mamed VFW
State Surgeon —■
—————
by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ing and retaining middle-class
families.

opment Block Grants to local

decade, but still faces critical
challenges in creating jobs for

urban agenda is helping cities
continue to recover from years
of decline and making them
better places to live and work.

The State of the Cities
report concludes: “Rarely has
the Nation ever been better
positioned to tackle the chal
lenges of rebuilding and re
energizing our nation’s proud

communities; and increased
funding for programs to rede
velop contaminated industrial
sites and to train high school
dropouts for jobs.
Initiatives dealing with

low-skilled workers, improv

This is the midterm report card

cities. If we are not ready to

uiban housing and homeown

ing schools, and increasing the . with an ‘A’ grade for cities, but
supply of affordable housing.. there is still homework to be
The State of the Cities done.”
At the same time, the U.S.
issued by the President when
he spoke to the U.S. Confer Conference of Mayors issued
ence of Mayors in Reno, NV its own report today that found
via TV satellite, says that urban employers are not creat
despite great progress, cities ing enough jobs for woikers
remain threatened by concen with low skills. The mayors’
trated poverty, shrinking popu report said a survey of 74 cities

take on the challenges when
the budget is in surplus, unem
ployment is at record lows and
the stock market is at record
highs, then when are we
ready? Alternatively, if we
have the courage and fore
sight, both as a Nation and on
Capitol Hill to address these

ership in HUD’s budget
request include: higher FHA
loan limits to enable more
families to qualify for FHAinsured mortgages in the next
five years, many of them in
cities; 103 new rental assis

challenges head-on and to
enact many of the ideas and

including 50,000 for those
moving from welfare to work;

FY 1999 budget initiatives
proposed by the President, we

record funding for programs to
help homeless Americans; a

can ensure that America’s

crackdown on housing dis
crimination; more HOME

lations

and

middle-class

flightThe report, prepared by
the Department of Housing
and Uiban Development, doc
uments the need for the com
prehensive uiban agenda the
President presented to Con

and nearby suburbs concluded
that the number ofcurrent wel
fare recipients seeking jobs
over the next five years could
exceed the growth of lowskilled jobs by about 350,000.

cities have not only a proud

expanded Community Devel

tance vouchers for people
needing affordable housing,

grants and a HOME Bank to

The survey included the 50

past but a bright fiiture.”
Cuomo said the State of

gress in his proposed 1999

laigest cities in the nation and

the Cities makes clear that the

tederal budget.
“The first half of the 20th

at least one city from every

future of urban and suburban

housing units available; more
funding for capital improve

America are linked. “Ameri

ments for public housing;

century saw America’s cities

state.
Cuomo said tbe State of

ca’s cities are still the mighty

creation of new Homeowner

rise to new heights,” the Presi

the Cities report has three main

engines powering. regional

ship Zones to revitalize inner

dent said. “Tragical'y, the sec

findings: •Driven by a robust

economies,” Cuomo said.

ond half saw many all to new

national economy, cities are

Programs to be expanded

lows. Our successful econom

fiscally and economically the

in the President’s proposed

ic policies of fiscal responsibil
ity and investing in our people,

strongest they’ve been in a
decade, ‘Despite recent gains,

budget for HUD involving

including programs carries out
by HUD and o’her agencies,

cities still firce the triple threat
of

concentrated

poverty,

jobs and economic opportuni
ty in America’s cities include:
$400 million in grants for a

have helped cities begin

shrinking populations, and

Community Empowerment

climbing back in the 1990s.

middle-class flight that began
two decades ago; ’Cities face

Fund to create and retain an
estimated 280,000 jobs; fund

This sets the stage for a return
to urban prosperity :n the 21st
centuiy, if we continue mak

JULT18-1998

make thousands of affordable

the

city neighboihoods and more
help for families receiving
Section 8 assistance.
“America still has an
opportunity gap,” Cuomo
said. “We have more million
aires than at any time in our
history, but, an estimated
600,000 Americans still sleep
on our streets every night.

three fundamental opportunity

ing for 15 additional urban

That’s why HUD’s mission is

gaps-in jobs, education, and

Empowerment Zones to stim

more vital than ever; it is both

ing smart investments in our

housing-that are critical to

ulate job creation and econom

our challenge and our contin

future.”

reducing poverty and attract-

ic development in inner cities;

uing commitment.

ST. PETERSBURG-Past
Commander of VFW Post
10174, Eugene Leshore has
been chosen and honored with
one of the highest ranking posi
tions with Veterans of Foreign
Wars, that of State Surgeon.
At the 68th State Conven

tion held in Orlando. Florida
last month, Eugene Leshore
was appointed by State mem
bers and begins serving his
term immediately.
Out of all the other candi
dates for this position, Mr.
Leshore was the only AfricanAmerican and we’re proud and
honored because he represents
outstanding and well-docu
mented leadership in our own
community.
With his new responsibili
ties, he will help to establish,
maintain and foster collaborativeness with state-line officers
throughout Florida, trouble

Eugene Leshore

shooting, training and it will
require anextensive amount of
traveling.
Mr. Leshore has held three
chairmanship position prior to
this appointment which results

broader spectrum in getting

from his has display of honor,

the message out to more

patriotism, service and courage

African-American' men and

while serving his countiy and
his community as a veteran of

women, encouraging them to
participate in more of the local

foreign wars.

and state meetings and to take

increase participation across

“This is a wonderful
achievement,” Leshore said as

advantage of the many benefits

the state through recruitment

available to them” Leshore

he discussed his plans to work
diligently, but now on an even

stressed.

efforts^ training, public infor
mation gatherings raid through

more veterans involved.,
“One of my goals is to get

Eugene Leshore agrees that

not enough minorities are
involved, especially women

Department of Veterans Affairs
at the downtown, regional

and Hispanics. There are over

office in Records Manage

7,000 veterans in this area and
approximately 85% of them

ment.
Mr. Leshore’s greatest
inspiration is his wife, Liz

makeup the above categories.
His mission will be to

media.
He is employed by the

Leshore who encourages .and
supports his enthusiasm whole
heartedly.
He is also very grateful for
the support he has received
from all of his comrades over
the years.

Bay Pines Opens Outpatient
Clinic At PTEC Soutfi
for veterans.

well as working'closely with,

ST. PETERSBURG-Bay

Since rising health con

munity by making available

to the Director. “We have sent
letters out to at least three zip

Pines Veterans Affairs held its

cerns and the fact that many

the same high quality services

code areas informing and

technical center’s medical stu

dedication ceremony on Tues
day, July 14,1998 at their new

veterans (over 30%), may not

as one would receive if going

inviting individuals to visit and

be taking advantage of avail

to Bay Pines hospital itself.

dents.
Some of the services pro
vided on site will include:
bl'ood
pressures,
EKG,

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

veterans in the inner city com

take advantage of the clinic.

It is a welcome delight that

We want to bring the services
to where the people are, he

has brought the services in

the South St. Petersbuig VA
Primary Care facility will

3420-8th Avenue South.
Quality health should not

close proximity to where

become a permanent part of

many Veterans live and work.

our community’s landscape.

be compromised, but afford
able and accessible to the pop

This very modem outpatient

“The idea is to reach out afid

facility is centered in the heart

help as many people as possi

ulation that needs it most, VA

of St. Petersburg, geared tp

has now made this all possible

help meet the health needs of

convenient location - Pinellas
Technical Education Center
(also known as Vo-Tech),

able medical services due to a
number of reasons, Bay Pines

and utilizing the skills of the

continued.”
The Outpatient Clinic will

blood/lab work, health educa

be fully staffed with a recep
tionist, medical, practitioner,

transportation,

and medical examinations; a

ble,” stated Laurence M.

registered nurse, licensed prac
tical nurse, lab technician, clin

Christman, Special Assistant

icians and clerical workers as

tion, information and referral,
preventive

medicine, written prescriptions
19-passenger van is available
if transportation is a problem,

and also counseling.
The center will have its
grand opening Thursday and
Friday (16 & 17th). It will offi
cially open its doors and be
ready to provide care to
patients on Monday, July 20,
1998. Call today for more
infoimation or to schedule an
appointment at (727) 3221304. The clinic will operate
on an appointment basis only
and will be open Monday-Fri-

Please see pg. 10

Staff Of VA New Outpatient Clinic
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Noble Teams With Criminal Justice
Partners For Cluster Conference

ST. PETERjSBLJRG

WASHINGTON-The

by
Bob Gilder

National

Public Workshop To Discuss
Jordan Park Revitalization

of

can be compared. The

most agreed-upon concepts
will be worked into a suitable

workshop on Saturday, July 18
to discuss the planning and

plan.concemed citizens are
encouraged to attend and offer

design for the newly revitalized

input because the general con

er for workshops arid seminars

Jordan Park. The day-long

sensus of ideas will be given to

public workshop will be held at
the Jordan Park Gymnasium,
1201 22nd Street South in St.

the consultant, SYLLA, Inc., to

on issues concerning minori
ties and the criminal justice

use in the final plan.
Before any monies for con

system.

Petersbuig frpm 9 a.m. - 4 pin.
Along with Jordan Park
residents, stakeholders and

struction work can.be released,

neighbors from the surround
ing area are invited to present
their views on the project’s cur
rent status. The St. Petersbuig
Housing Authority will address
its plans to physically revitalize
Jordan Park.
The revitalization program

Association. Each organiza
tion will conduct separate con

includes the detailed execution

We will become what our
desires make us, so we ought
to be careful what we desire.

safety and well-being of uiban
communities across America.

L-R: Wendell France, Normadene Murphy, Cheryl Robinson, and
Robert Stewart
take part in the Joint Ouster Setting an Agenda for Justice day, July 22 from 2:30 p.m. to
Workshop, “Unity of Purpose: in the 21st Century,” Wednes- 3:30 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency

Its membership includes a
wide range of federal, state and
local law enforcement and
criminal justice professionals.

of the four-year revitalization,
must be approved by the Hous
ing and Uiban Development
agency (HUD).
Over the last four months,
SYLLA, Inc., has held a series

Congress Should Pass
The”’Hate Crimes
Prevention Aet Of 1998 ”

of meetings with Jordan Park
residents, the SPHA Board of
Commissioners, HUD officials

tee recently called upon Con

from Washington D.C., and tiie

gress to pass the “Hate Crimes

work, public housing will

HOPE VI Steering Committee.

become a transitional step for
residents moving toward home

To ensure the success of the

Prevention Act of 1998” (S.
1529, Kennedy). The biparti

workshop, participants are

san bill will provide additional

encouraged to stay for the
entire day and give as much

federal authority to prosecute,

After SPHA was awarded
a $27 million HOPE VI grant

Life is the ocean, and love
push us to sail across the sea.

NOBLE was founded in 1976.

a Revitalization Plan and a
Self-Sufficiency Plan, which

represents a new direction tor
. public housing. As Jordan Park
residents move from welfare to

ownership.

meaningful employment

association dedicated to the

ferences but will come togeth

All Ouster partners will

through proper action and

and Tuesday, July 21st.
NOBLE is a non-profit

the National Black Prosecutors

,

unhappiness to enjoyment, is

Annual Training Conference
and Exhibition. Exhibitions of
enforcement will be open to
the public at ' the Hyatt
Regency on Monday, July 20,

surrounding neighborhoods are
encouraged to attend an open

The great escape from

at 3:30 pm.
This is NOBLE’s 22nd

ence partners include the
National Black Police Associ
ation, the National Association
of Black Narcotics Agents and

dan Park residents and those in

tion.

the cluster group Wednesday

the,latest technologies in law

plan

filled with tormenting irrita

cy, General Bany Mcaffrey
will address the joint session of

NOBLE’s Ouster Confer

feedback as possible.

last year from the federal gov

Daycare services will be

ernment, it retained SYLLA,
lnc., an architecture and plan

provided and an hour lunch-

WASHINGTON-The
Democratic National Commit

lence,” said Steve Grossman, such as voting. This restrictioni for state officials to deal with
DNC National Chair. “But may make federal prosecution them. This bill recognizes the
according to current law, their in cases such as the racially- federal role in prosecuting and
deplorable actions may not be motivated murder of James preventing hate crimes and
considered a federal crime. Byrd, Jr. last month extremely
This legislation will provide difficult, if not impossible. The
federal prosecutors the tools “Hate Crimes Prevention Act
they need to investigate, prose of 1998” eliminates this

hate crimes based on the vic cute, and, hopefully, prevent restriction.
“This bill will allow feder
tim’s race, color, national ori-. hate crimes.”
Under current law, federal al prosecutors to work with
gin, religion, gender, sexual

ning firm, to prepare the HOPE

If you have any questions,

Jasper, Texas have shown us

prosecutors must prove not state authorities and is not
only that the crimes were intended to undermine their
racially motivated, but that the authority in any way. Many

VI Revitalization Plan.
Participants in the .public
workshop can leam about the
current status of the plan, so

contact Roger Qendening at

that there are still people will
ing to turn their hatred into vio

victims were harmed because hate groups have interstate net
they were engaged in a specif works which make it harder

orientation, or disability.

break is scheduled.

“The recent events in

the St. Peteisburg Housing
Authority, 893-1978.

strengthens the hands of feder
al authorities,” said Governor
Roy Romer, General Chair of
the DNC.
“Federal officials need
increased authority to stop the
spread of hate crimes. Con
gress can gjve them the tools

1998” and we strongly uige
them to do so,” Romer said.

they need by passing the “Hate
Crimes Prevention Act of

ic, federally-protected activity

Drought, Heat
Taking Toll
TALLAHASSEE-Lin- occurred have been attributed
gering heat and drought are to arson.
“We will aggressively pur
wreaking havoc in Florida,
sue
every lead in an effort to
parking countless wildfirfcs in
the north and central parts of bring those responsible for
the state and devastating crops putting lives and property in
in North Florida and the Pan danger to justice,” Crawford
handle, Florida Agriculture said.' In an effort to crack down
Commissioner Bob Crawford
on the problem, Crawford has
said recently.
Damages attributed to the established a task force of law
searing heat already have enforcement officers within
reached an estimated $100 his department, which is con
million and the figure will ducting investigations and fol
quickly go higher unless rain lowing leads in counties where
and lower temperatures come fires have occurred.
Crops - The crops, alpng
soon.
“Conditions are extreme, with cotton, soybeans, water
and it’s taking its toll on our melons and tobacco, generate
forests and crops,” Crawford about $242 million in sales for
said. What follows is an the 12,000 farmers in the
region each year, and estimates

overview of the two problems.

UNCF, South Africa Historic
Higher Education Agreement
WASHINGTON-The

U.S. foreign policy,” said

The United Negro College

United Negro College Fund

Gray. “It is a second and most

Fund is the nation’s oldest and

panel with majority presenta

announced in a recent press

vital step in the Democratic

conference on Capitol Hill a
historic $21.9 million contrac

process which is to provide

most successful minority high
er education assistance oigani

tion from South Africa’s HDIs,
UNCF promises an exciting
new phase of TELP’s support

Development, to strengthen
curriculum, administration,

zations in the countiy. UNCF
all South Africans by expand is a leader in devising systems
ing the capacity of the 15 dis ' for providing financial assis
advantaged institutions which tance to deserving students and'
assistance
to
under apartheid provided edu technical

student leadership, research

cational opportunities for the

and financial development for

majority population.
“This cpntract will also
give UNCF an international

tual agreement, funded by the
U.S. Agency for International

South Africa’s 15 Historically
Disadvantaged Universities
and Technikons (HDIs).
William H. Gray W, Presi

educational opportunities for

strengthen its member univer
sities. UNCF will work with
South Africa’s HDIs in the five

focus areas, and will promote
linkages
between South
presence in higher education,”
African and U.S. institutions of
Gray added.

Mon. - Sat.
8 am -10 pm

Foreign

1

technikons.
UNCF is a consortium of

Committee and Dr. Earl S.
Richardson, Chairman, Presi
dent’s Board of Advisors on

1 Case Baby Spare Ribs $14.99
1 Case Uncle John Sausage $18.99
5 lbs. Chicken Leg Qrts. & get 5
lbs. FREE $4.49

and Universities.

colleges

and

UNCF currently administers
more than 400 educational

5 lbs. Chicken Wings & get 5 lbs..
$8.99
5: lbs. Fresh Neck Bones & get
5 lbs. FREE $4.59

,Sunday
9 am - 8 pm

m

Italian Sub

Ham & Cheese Sub

Roast Beef Sub

Meat Ball Sub

Steak & Cheese

Deli Plan No.1

said this agreement is another
step

toward

righting

the

DESIGN!

Just as doubling, Crawford
said, is the fact thAt many of the

received during those months

ESSENTIALS™

‘ ARTlSTtc Hair Fash!On

321*4840

Yog/s Ha}r Studo
328-1900

ment’s oppressive system.
“This is truly a unique and
historic opportunity for UNCF

323-4840
& C HAlR Desicn
447-3090

Ham & Turkey Sub
Chicken Sandwiches

WE
ACCEPT
EBT

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Market &'Restaurant
Family Owned and
Operated Over 20 Years
We Specialise in
Take-Out Food
Call-In Orders Encouraged

Open: Mon.-Sat, 11am-9pm
Sunday,., Gone Fishin1

A-Queen Beauty Salon
^--.=4 327-5241,

.

ANSWER:
Bucket of Fish

$7.49

Box of Shrimp

$11,99

Combo Box

$11.99

What Is It That Every Man And Woman Wants?
ULTIMATE

Wo Rid

IN

H A I R'

Of

A N D.

N A I L S

NAils

• BarIier AncI Hair SaLon •
She's Got The Whole World In Her Hands
2526 Central Avenue » St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303

CREATIVE-N-STVLE %
321-9322
Center Stage Umsex Salon "
327-4074
j
'Helen's Beauty $Alon
327-5182

'

this spring.

1 Ib. Salami
1 Ib. American Cheese

BV DESlOlSI

321-6802

rain in May and June-com

(fish, shrimp & clams)

L Vou Can Find These Products At These Locations: VVHV C

AngeLa's HAir Safari

I

pared, to the few inches it

more than 650 fires that have

$10.99

PROFESSIONAL HAlR CARE PRODUCTS

wrongs of the past govern

and for me personally because
of my past involvement with

timber has been lost.

1 Ib. Boiled Ham
1 ib. Roast Beet
1 Ib. Bologna

(Butcher) JAMES THOMAS Welcomes You!

Carla's Hair Affair

1985-86 Anti-apartheid Act,

- Anonymous

receives about 10 inches of

How can I feed a gang of
people without spending a
ton of money?
♦

South

Gray, the author of the

Can think.

water their crops. Normally,

evacuated and an estimated
$10 million in commercial

r^|WanoN:

5 lbs. Pigs Feet & get 5 lbs.
FREE $4.59
Boiled Ham $1.99 Ib.
Cal Juice $0.99, Cal Milk $2.69

Cuban Sandwich

HDIs. The Tertiaiy Education

disadvantaged

hundreds of people have been the northern part of the state

327-0309 320-0309

access to higher education and

institutional capacity of the

the

been damaged or destroyed,

man Can see
better than he

program that give students

last month to strengthen the

African institutions.

the average

THE

tion, wort the USAID contract

link American universities to

which began over the Memor many, if not most, growers in
ial Day weekend. More than the area lack irrigation systems
100 homes and structures have and have to rely on rainfall to

HEAD A
NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

universities.

UNCF, in intense competi

the contract is known, will also

brains because

894-2412

Historically Black Colleges

Linkages Project (TELP), as

beauty than

39 private, historically black

2225 - 9th Street South
St?Petersburg, FL 33705

African

Relations

rather have

graduated from UNCF col
leges and universities.

disadvantaged universities and

t party Store & Quality m

Ambassador Franklin Sonn;
Senator Charles Robb (Va.),
Senate

ca by The Chronicle of Philan
thropy. To date, more than
300,000 men and women have

woman would

St. Petersburg, FL

bitt, Deputy Administrator,
South

education non-profit in Ameri

for South Africa’s historically

Ambassador Harriet C. Bab
USAID;

career opportunities. It has
been named as the number one

higher education. Selected by a

The average

Wildfires - some 76,000 are that at least a third of it is
acres in 39 counties in North lost.
The problem has been
and Central Florida have been
damaged from wildfires, compounded by the fact that

400 49 th Street So.

dent and CEO, United Negro
College Fund was joined in the
historic announcement by

When we live without

moderation, our lives will be

The Director of tiie Office
of National Drug Control Poli

July 18 through the 23rd.

that different alternatives of the

.

Hotel.

Black Law Enforcement
Executives, NOBEL, is team
ing with fellow African Amer
ican criminal justice profes
sionals to conduct the first of
its kind “Cluster Conference”
in New Orleans, Louisiana,

TOGETHER

ST. PETERSBURG-Jor-

Organization

HIRES

Robert's Hair Saion

Emeraid Cjty

866-7070

447-4548

.j
<

f

s
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

Time is of the Essence
By Junious Ricardo Stanton
When we examine most
socio-economic indicators,

Meanwhile, when future
trends or projections are dis
cussed, we are either ignored

the facts are disheartening.

or we are pigeonholed as the

While middle class incomes
amongst African Americans

permanent undercast. As
more immigrants come into
this country, people of

rose 19.4 percent .during
1990-96 the income gap
between
European
and
African Americans remains

African descent whose fore
parents were brought here
centuries ago, are being

substantial.

pushed further down the

American
MEMBER
Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
'

@9®
' If

Why Do Some
Corporations Think
Blacks Are Not Really
Paying Attention
Every once in a while, something comes across
my screen that confirms that White people actually
do think Black people are less intelligent than them.
It seems that when some corporations make
announcements geared to our community, they do
not believe that we compare what they say with
what they do and - - with what other companies do.
These "bogus" press releases also assume that

remains

Africanunemployment

high.

Amongst

African-American teenagers
it hovers’between 55-57 per
cent nationally! The median

socio-economic ladder. Even
other groups qf color are
leapfrogging over us numer
ically and in many cases tak
ing on blatantly racist atti

income for Blacks is
$23,500 while for Hispanics

tudes. Pluralistic America is

it is $24,900. Infant mortali

and acrimonious. Despite
calls for diversity, fairness

ty for Black babies is higher

becoming more competitive

higher percentage of African
Americans. As African-

and co-operation, White
male dominance remains
rigidly entrenched. Various
interest groups are fighting

American suicide and homi
cide rates continue to esca

for what in many cases is an
ever shrinking piece of the

late especially amongst
males,' our incarceration

pie..
How will Africans in

rates also continue to climb.

America fare in the new mil-

than Whites and HTV-Aids
still clams an inordinately

lennium? What are our
prospects for survival and
prosperity? When we exam
ine ourselves, what do we
see? Are we organized,
poised and equipped to enter
the 21st century as a cohe
sive, viable and productive
community? Or, are we
floundering about comatose,
still clinging to moribund

tired, worn out routine of
begging for acceptance, vali
dation, freedom, justice, and
equality? The fact of the
matter is we are surrendering
ground in every conceivable
area. At this point, we are
our own worst enemy. We
undiscemingly and enthusi
astically relinquish our

group cohesiveness. We
need to alter our thought

homogeneous culture. Due
to our unique experiences
here, the history of race rela
tions, present attitudes and
trends, we should be formu

of what it means to be an
American? Do our leaders

return!
African Americans con
sume over $469 billion

in terms of empowerment
and self-sufficiency rather

vival infrastructure (essen

Neocolonialism?

tial food, clothing, shelter,

Will we choose to use
our innate intelligence to
uplift and benefit ourselves

goods,

or will we continue to
engage in divisive, sabotag
ing and self-destructive

percent or our money!

than dependency. Do you
want your children to be a
part of a permanent under
cast?
We
cannot
change
racism, because we did not
create, institutionalize or

lating empowerment/ sur
vival
strategies!
The
American legacy is one of
fermenting racial discord
and animosity. Being in
denial won't make it go

maintain it. We can however

away. If we fail to compre
hend its ramifications, we

empower and benefit our

change

can't

communities. Incredibly 97

esteem which will lead to
improvements in our rela

and

services)

to

our

group

self

Insanity is doing the

tionships and communities.

behaviors. Why do we cling

same things over and over
again with the same people

to a "leadership" that offers

expecting things to turn out

We can think and act in
proactive race conscious sur
vival modes rather than

no agenda other than the

differently. We have the abil-

being reactionary or cataton-

nesses to help determine

Mexico,

California.

would help the Democrats

how - and where - best to
market their products,

Most of the 6 million in
2000- it will miss about 5

and could shift money and

whether it's soap or a supers

million people.
That's why it's trying

and

an African

our situation is now!
America has never been a

processes to begin thinking

worth of goods and services.

is

action and behavior. Race
conscious thinking leads to

assets and loyalty to others

A percentage of this money
could be used to build a sur

There

ness. Changes in conscious
ness lead to changes in

garnering little or nothing in

offer viable goals and pro
grams for our survival in a
New World Order, which is
merely a repackaging of
White
supremacy
and

ic.
proverb that says, "You wear
a watch but you don't know
the time." The time for
understanding and healing

ideas, strategies and notions

Make Our Numbers
Count——————————

possibly save our

selves.

SAVE
WATER

Speaking
To The
People

we cannot do basic mathematics, and that we don't

By Hugh B, Price
The
U:S.

read the business pages.
So, a couple of days after my neighbor on San

Bureau has nearly complet
ed its month-long trial in

Francisco's Montgomery Street, Wells Fargo Bank,
announced a me-too merger with Norwest Bank of
Minneapolis, there was a curious release that Wells
Fargo was making a commitment to make $1 billion

three areas across the coun
try for the new way it plans

market
There are other com

to conduct the population
count in the year 2000.

pelling reasons to think seri
ously about the Census. For

approach which mixes the

point about the census that
transcends that political dis

in small business loans to African-American busi

No doubt, some of you
may be thinking: Now, if

one thing, President Clinton
and the governors keep hail
ing the supposed success of
welfare reform because so
many folks have been

traditional house-to-house
attempt to count every per
son in a neighborhood with
a simultaneous sample of 10
percent of households in

pute., It is that that all
Americans deserve to be
counted in the Census.
That was the message
James Holmes, the acting

the census. If that's what

dropped and pushed off the

that neighborhood.

director

you think, think again.
Remember that this
decennial event provides
the demographic data that
literally fleshes out that
ideal called the American

public assistance rolls.
But the government has
never-and has little incen
tive now- to track what's
become of them: Are more
people relying on food

nation.
The infonnation in the

pantries? Have more people
doubled , up in households

By comparing the two
results, the Census Bureau
says it can estimate the
characteristics and numbers
of people who are missed
and provide a more accurate
total count As you might
expect, there's a political-

Bureau, cogently brought to
a seminar the National
Urban League held recently
on the Census 2000 for non
profit organizations and
community agencies.
Unless we make a con
certed effort to ensure that

CBC Obtains $30 Million for Black Farmers

Census- racial and ethnic,
economic and educational,

with relatives? The census
can document what's really

party battle over the sug
gested new way of count

we're-no longer a glaring
omission in the census sur

Washington, D.C.- Rep. Maxine Waters (D-CA),
Chair of the Congressional Black Caucus (CBS),

happening.
There's a specific rea

ing.

vey, it will ultimately mean
that people of color will be

hailed
the
passage
of
the
House
of
Representatives' Agriculture Appropriations discrimi

shut out of proper political

nesses - - over 12 years.
An enterprising reporter for the San Diego
Reader decided to ask some questions and elicited
from a Wells Fargo executive that there were no
plans to actually do anything different.

This is cynical on the side of:
* Nike's rip-off of Gil Scott-Heron's "The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised" for a televised
basketball shoe commercial;
* Ward Connerly quoting Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.; or
* Wells Fargo's previous assurances that it
would make a smooth transition of customer
accounts later it took over First Interstate Bank.
If you've followed the business pages, the han
dling of that last transaction was a disaster for
account holders whose funds disappeared or who
couldn't get adequate customer service. Of course,
one of the perks for being a White CEO is that your
mistakes are always forgiven.
Now, Wells Fargo will tell Black entrepreneurs
who apply for credit that they must meet all their
rules for loan underwriting, including three years of

______
Census

ity to change. Change can be
gradual or profoundly radi
cal. We need both. Lasting
change begins in conscious

ever there's a subject to
make the eyes glaze over,
it's the details of conducting

and so on- tells us who we,
the American people, are.
More practically, remember

eral and state funds are allo

son for that concern.
The
1990
Census
missed 10 million people
nationwide and counted 6

cated.
Its findings also play a

million people twice. The
final count was off by 4 mil

also that the census count
greatly determines how fed

profitability, audited financials and an up-to-date

significant role in the draw

business plan. In the real world, many business
owners, particularly in California, the state with the

ing and re-drawing of elec

largest number of Black-owned businesses, say they
have to meet an even higher standard-perfection.
Fortunately, there is lots more to get excited
about on the financial front. James Johnson, CEO of

latures and the House of

Fannie Mae, has reached his target to inform under
represented minority groups about home mortgage
opportunities years ahead of schedule. Johnson was
serious about this press release. He built a market
ing campaign around the National Basketball
Association complete with advertising and celebri

tion districts for state legis
Representatives. And they
are even used by many busi-

something new. It's called
statistical sampling, an

Congressional Repub
licans generally oppose it,

resident. More practically,

the missed 10 million were
African Americans in inner
cities

number of blacks and
Hispanics counted, which

opposition stems from the

A Look At The President's Race
Relations Sham

major markets and recently created an alliance with

Jefferson Clinton's panel on

the same cloth?

Black Entertainment Television to advance the

race held its final meeting
recently very quietly. This

That isn't a conversa
tion, it is a monologue. A

folks in place. And while on
the campaign trail he flew

ending was a far different
cry from the much-talked

real conversation would

back to Arkansas to witness

have taken place with peo

the execution of a brain

about opening, when the
panel was assembled in

ple from different ideologi

damaged Black man. This
was his Nixon-like tough

Management and Budget director to balance the

Washington last year. The

cal views including Black
nationalists and White con

federal budget in 30 years to become the only Black
CEO of a Fortune 500 company as the new lender

panel went around ■ the
country holding feel good

servatives. That is a way to
have a conversation. It

town half meetings that

makes no sense to talk to

genocide that took place

basically amounted to a

someone that agrees with

there, saying he wished the

bunch of hot air.

you.
As for the president's

U.S. would have

In fact, the "conversa
tion on race" was a sham
from the beginning. One of

role, Clinton's race com
mission symbolizes his

genocide was taking place

the glaring weaknesses was

policies on race. All we

it was happening.

that everyone basically had

need to do is
study his actions regarding

George Bush or any Other

race during his presidency.

Republican president had

First and foremost,
when Clinton ran for presi

done some of the same
things that Clinton

has

dent he went to a Jesse

done,

the

a liberal. Now I ask, how

Jackson banquet and pub

can you have a conversa-

licly

NAACP would have been
all over them.

access to high-quality financial services.
We would not have gone from $30 billion in

the same ideological bent.

total income in 1968 to $450 billion in 1997 if we

Although there were a few
Republicans and a majority

did not know how to count a little bit.
Compared to those examples, a weak effort like

of Democrats on the panel,
each member was basically

Wells Fargo's sounds like a sad joke.

dation of knowledge.
That's
why
when

endured decades of discrimination. The Agriculture
Appropriations bill includes approximately $30 mil
lion to compensate black farmers wher there is a deter

African Americans should

mination of discrimination," .stated Rep. Waters.
"Despite this victory, the statute of limitations provi

stand up and be counted.

sions still must pass the Senate and must be signed

Census 2000 rolls around,

into law by the President," added Rep. Waters. "There
still more work to be done.

did this to show White vot
ers, that he could put Black

people are serious about making money and having

she will pray.

Agriculture(USDA) against black farmers, who have

ty athlete appearances for home-buying expos in

mutual fund managed by a Black bank.
Fannie Mae and Liberty understand that Black

their man. What has happened to the love in your heart,
Christ said emphatically, "no one cometh unto the Father,
but by me." If, therefore, a man rejects Christ and taken his
stand on his own merits. He plainly in saying that he con
siders his way better than God's way. God said that he or

knowledge is power.
Well, facts are the foun

Souljah and Jackson. He

churches to manage funds for rebuilding burned
churches,- also made news July 1 with the first

a great leader to fall, and now many people have hate in

major victory to close this ugly chapter of discrimina
tion by the United States Department of

when everyone is cut from

of Fannie Mae.
Liberty Bank and Trust of New Orleans, which
had previously built relationships with Black

Census

economic opportunities.
It's often said that

actual enumeration," or
head count, of every U.S.

tion on such a serious topic

strated corporate responsibility, Johnson then
announced his retirement in favor of Franklin
Raines, who moved from being the first Office of

the

Who told us that we should go and judge man. And
who told some of us to look down on any Christian. There
is someone that is suffering now, because of the hate that
they are carrying in their hearts. For others, as you go from
day to day, we look for the bad things in life. We have had

Constitution calls for "an

BjJree Hubbard__________
President
William

cause.
As if he hadn't already single-handedly demon

of

What if Man Sold God’s
Word for a Price?

nation claims filed by black farmers.
"The CBC has achieved the first part of a

.concern that statistical sam
pling would increase the

Americans in Texas, New

tricts.
But there is a larger

representation and many

that

lion.
Significantly, most of

Hispanic

by W.F. Allen

wealthier, mostly whit dis

the

asserting

at least some Republican

and

political clout away from

humiliated

Sister

on crime spill.
He went to Rwanda
and apologized

for the

acted

sooner. But yet when the
he didn't even acknowledge
We all know that it

Jesse

and

ATTORNEY AT LAW
Nathaniel W. Tindall, II
Practice Limited To:

• Personal Injury
• Insurance
Litigation
• Worker's
Compensation
• Social Security
Disability Claims
ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443 1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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New York Student Myrlie Evers-Williams To TYJ Group Gets Name
Of Fashion Design Receive Springarn Medal Change ” USA’’
ATLANTA—Coretta behalf of her slain husband,
Scott King will present Myriie Medgar Evers.
With the
Evers-Williams with the award going to her this year, it
NAACP’s 83rd Spingarn marks the first time in the his

struggle for justice and equali

Award at its annual convention
that is taking place in Atlanta

tory of the medal that it has

this week. The Spingarn
Medal is considered the high

same family.
Among the distinguished

nizations, social groups and at
universities. Her attributes as a
role model to young people

est award in the civil rights
arena. The first medal was
awarded in 1914.
The distinguished award

winners of the Spingarn medal

have encouraged many to pur
sue careers in law, education

in the past: W.E.B. DuBois, A
Philip Randolph, Thurgood

and social service.
On Februaiy 18, 1995,.

Marshall, Martin Luther King,
Jr., Langston Hughes, Duke

Myriie Evers-Williams was
elected to the position of

Ellington, Rosa Parks, Lena
Home, Bill Cosby, Jesse Jack-

Chairman of the NAACP.

son, Colin Powell, Barbara

rebuilding the organization,

Jordan and Maya Angelou.
Ms. Evers-Williams is the
author of a book, For us, The

she won election by one vote.

Living (Doubleday and Com

member Board of Directors to
her second term and Chair

recognizes the African Ameri
can with the “highest or
noblest achievement during
the preceding year or years.”
The purpose of the award is to
bring attention to distinguished
merit and achievement and to

' by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG Nobody likes to lose, but for
some, the fear of losing is so
great that they never venture
forth at all. For others, the thrill
that accompanies a risk is so

was tiie past time around my
home.
Debbie’s former career was
spent in the area of electronics.
Her first position was with
TRW as an electronic assem
bler for eight and one-half

serve as a reward for-such
achievement and as an inspira
tion to minority youth.
“I cannot think of anyone
more deserving of this medal
than Myrlie Evers-Williams,”
said NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume. “Her dedication to the

gone to two members of the

pany, 1967), that depicts the

NAACP, she is credited with

every opportunity to take a
chance. Most people at one
time or another have found

worked there for seven years.
In 1992, she was a part of Gen

ty”

sented a ninety-minute treat
NAACP Chairman Julian

ment of the book. In a separate

themselves wishing that they
had been a little more daring.

eral Electric’s lay off which put
her back in the work force in

Bond said he is proud of his

historical film detailing the
events culminating in the death

training and learning new
skills. During those sessions,

and deteimine how much dar
ing and how much safety are

she was told to see herself

appropriate.
Debbie Rosebud, a 1975

where she really wanted to be.
“I knew for sure Fashion
Design would be a dream and

graduate of Lakewood High had always been my dream. I
School is pursuing her dream just never had enough self con
of Fashion Design at the Fash fidence and finance to pursue
ion Institute of Technology in if’, she explained. So for once,
New York
“I have been sewing since I

“Myrlie Evers-Williams was
the right person at the right
time to bring integrity,
accountability and stability
back to this historic organiza

One year later, she was re
elected unanimously by the 64

struggle in Mississippi in the
50’s-60’s. lhe book has been
recently released in paperback
by the University of Mississip
pi Press. In March, 1983, PBS

Ideally, eveiyone should devel
op the ability to assess a risk

Faced with the challenge of

man. With the support of a

cause of equal opportunity is
unparalleled in our communi

predecessor’s work to restore
the association to greatness.

rights groups, women’s orga

life of her late husband
Medgar and the civil rights

years. Then she moved on to
General Electric in 1985 and

intoxicating that they welcome

ty, Ms. Evers-Williams lec
tures extensively before civil

“American Playhouse” pre

of Medgar Evers, Mrs. EversWilliams also anchored a spe

spearheading the operations
that restored this association to

lier will be joining the team.

its original status as the pre
mier civil rights organization.

Qn Friday and Saturday, July
17th and 18th, they will be

In 1998, she handed the
chairmanship to another civil

here to introduce this exciting

rights pioneer-Julian Bond and
the NAACP Board of Direc
tors honored her with the title
“Chairman Emeritus”.
Today, she oversees the
Medgar Evers Institute and

cial HBO production: “South
ern Justice, the Murder of directs MEW Associates, lnc.
Medgar Evers”. Her fight for lhe institute, founded in 1998,
justice wa also the subject of a is dedicated to leadership and

Williams accepted the Spingam award posthumously on

an active participant in her

In

1963,

Ms.

Evers-

I started to dream.
Miami-Dade Junior Col

explained. “My mother who

lege had a Fashion Design pro
gram which I had in-

American Heart
Association,

has been sewing all my life was
my first teacher, however, my

quired.Then I had an uncle
who lived in New York who I

Fighting Heart Disease

love-for sewing became really

called and said I wanted to

intriguing while studying
Home Economics at Southside
Middle School. Then during
high school I moved forward in

come there to see the school.
Then in 1994,1 headed to New
York Of course, while in
school I still worked a full-time
job at Talbots, a Retail Fashion

was in 7th grade”, Rosebud

starting to create my own
designs, for example taking

store with an opportunity of

bell bottoms and designing

moving up in product develop

them into what I called Ele
phant Ears pants”, she contin

ment. However, my true dream

ued. During those years I

Rosebud, clothing line”, she

would come home from school
and design an outfit that I

continued.
Rosebud is the mother of

would wear to a concert that

one .son, D’Andre and the

same night. Or perhaps an out
fit tonight that I would wear to
school the next day.” Sewing

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.B.

is to have my own “Debbie

(and Dora) Rosebud.

‘TYT’ Group is now known as
USA (Utility Service Alliance
Marketing Group).
Suzy Synn from Califor
nia, Paul Yao and Mike Col

strong member base of the

Rob Reiner film, “Ghosts of development. MEW Associ
ates, Inc. founded in 1997, is a
Mississippi.”
Determined to continue as lecture and consulting firm.

tion,” Bond said.

ST. PETERSBURG-The

If this is the

only pressure
you check,
your tires may
outlast you.

company concept, and to offer

opportunities to make or save
money resulting from the
deregulation of public utilities.
Make reservations to meet
and hear these dynamic speak
ers and find out how you can
make money, save money and
better your future.
Held at Bethel Communi
ty Baptist Church, 1045-16th
Street South in St. Petersburg.
This expanding national

company is providing full
time, part-time, and other busi
ness opportunities.
Pictured front row is Joyce
McCarty, Janice Starling and
Ella Hayes; pictured left to
right are: Mary Parker, Joseph
Vaughn, Euolia Fagan, Joe
Nero, Suzy Synn; back row:
Leon White, Mattie Robinson,
Sadie Marie Martin, Dawn
Bryant and Bruce Davis.

NOBLE Teams With
Justice Department
WASHINGTON,

D.C.-

femily violence rarely provide

The National Organization of solutions to problems that
Black Law Enforcement Exec could have-been* avoided or
utives, NOBLE, has received a prevented.
grant from the U.S. Depart
The funds from the Bureau

initiated to help prevent smok
ing, heart disease and drunk
driving.
Training

sessions

with

more than 250 police officers

ment of Justice to help combat of Justice Assistance, Office of
Are growing problem of femily Justice Programs, U.S. Depart
violence. The funding grows ment of Justice are being used

have already been conducted in

out of a need to develop strate to assist .local police depart
gies to prevent the deterioration ments develop policies of non-

Chief Rueben Greenberg

Los

• Angeles,

Chicago,

Philadelphia and Charleston. >
of the City of Charleston, South

of the femily through non-tra- traditional responses to families
ditional law enforcement in ned. NOBLE conducts train

Carolina Police Department

responses to femily violence.
As the first responders to
incidents of femily violence,
police officeis are called upon
to handle potentially explosive
situations. But, they are given

on
Non-traditional
Law
Enforcement Responses to

ing sessions with police officers
and community advocates who
respond to domestic dispute
calls and networks with com
munity organizations con

cerned with the issue of vio
few tools to defuse the situation lence among family members.
except the power of arrest or
NOBLE believes the issue
citation. As a result, traditional of family violence should get
law enforcement responses to the same attention as programs

says, “The NOBLE workshops

Family Violence has been an

invaluable tool for my officeis.
It has been especially helpful in
an age where family violence
not only affects intimate part
ners, but the elderly, children
and same-sex relationships as
well.”

Checking your tire pressure is a good idea. Checking your blood pressure
is an even better one. High blood pressure greatly increases your risk of
stroke and heart attack. And those are harder to deal with than a flat tire.
To learn more, contact your nearest American Heart Association
at 1-800AHA-USA1 or online at http://www.amhrt.org
This space provided as a publio service.

©1992,1996, American Heart Association

Do YOU HAVE

Redesign your old gold andjewelry*

SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?

Why not
ADVERTISE IT IN THE

Weekly
Challenger?
You'll be happy
to SEE HOW

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition 01
®tje

'ffleeklg

Cl|allenger

Charlie Akins

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelery

Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690 .
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

• Business Ads

OR COME IN TODAY:

2500

9th St.

S.

• Birthday Pictures

St. Petersburg

• Special Section Ads

REWARD!

• Church Ads

For any information
leading to the person
or persons responsible
for vandalizing the
Weekly Challenger

Advertise In The
Paper That's

newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with

Challenging Your

any information.,

1-95 NortRExit 128'.
Row B Booth 23-27

GIZZARDS &.HOT WINGS
3 PCS DARK

'FREE*
Devil Rays Ticket plus Parking
for $30 Purchase or Over.

$2.

^^S^corne, firstserved.
d Quantities Per Game.
....... '''

US

/ Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE

tpwi date fait
foceutwty te yeti, you
tdeuld de

te ere

Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711
OPEN MONDAYS,
TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
• FRI. 9 AM-9 P.M • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

Competition

•

The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only •.

RATES ARE.
Call 896-2922

Thanks to Jesus and YOU - OUR CUSTOMERS

Repairs while you wait;

REASONABLE OUR

•

"Celebrating Our 21 st Anniversary"

Custom Jewelry

- \VALK-I\S WELCOME -

TO PCS DARR

WPCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

Little Red Hamburger

99£

Cheese 25? Extra

Big Red Hamburger
& 1 Small Fry $2.69
Cheese

25<L

Extra

2 Pc. Chicken (Dark)
& 1 Small Fry $1.99
2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring

$2.39

LUNCH SPECIAL

5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls

$3.59

1 Big R6d Hamburger
1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda
$2.79 Cheese 25<£ Extr,a

10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls

$4.99

10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls

$6.99

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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Bethel Chimers Perform In
StPetersburg Next Week

Minority Aids Epidemic
Devastating Families
And Communities
WASHINGTON—While

mately 57% of all new infec

Acquired Immune Deficiency

tions of the human immunod

Syndrome (AIDS) are meet

eficiency virus (HTV)-the dis

Methodist Church in the Bar also perform at the Pier on
bados Island, West Indies will Tuesday, July 21st.
There is no admission and
present a concert at 7:30 pjn.
the
pubic
is cordially invited to
on Monday, July 20th at Christ

experts

ing in Geneva, Switzerland for

ease which causes AIDS. The

the World AIDS Conference,

AIDS rate for black women in

many are asking heads of state

the United States is 16 times

and other world leadeis--par-

greater than that of white

ticularly those in Africa-to

women. Not surprisingly black

build the courage to face the

children are also suffering the

AIDS epidemic. In the United

consequences of the explosion

States, members of the black

ofAIDS cases among women.

leadership network Project 21

Six of every

say the issue ofAIDS in Amer

acquiring AIDS in the womb

ican Black communities has

or upon birth in the Unites

Bethel Chimers From Barbados
ST. PETERSBURG-The United Methodist Church, 476Bethel Chimers from St. James lst Avenue North. They will

of

see this wonderful youth group
in action. The is directed by
Janice Buchanan, Director of

10 children

been ignored for too long by

States are black. HIV/AIDS is

black churches and black lead

tire second leading cause of

ers at the peril of thousands

death for black children from

who are uneducated and unin

25 states between Januaiy

formed about the disease.

1994 and June 1997, account

African-Americans make

for 63% of new HTV infec

approximately 13% of the

tions. And, while deaths due to

population

of the

United

AIDS are dropping overall, tile

States, but the Centers for Dis

disease remains the leading

ease

cause of death among black

Control

Music.

reports

that

”A Florida Lottery Retailer"

blacks account for approxi

on

thousands

College Hill Pharmacy

peqple.

There are 18 choir mem
bers from ages 16-30 years of
age.

Local Residents Graduate
From Air-Force Programs

The Banyan Tree of India spreads by growing
trunklike roots from its branches. In time, a banyan
may cover acres of ground.

"Lotto is the best selling Florida Lottery game," at College Hill
Pharmacy in Tampa according to Mrs. Ruth Brown, who stated that
they have been a Florida Lottery retailer, "since the beginning." Mr.
Groover Brooks of Temple Terrace says that, "Cash 3 is my favorite
game although I play Lotto and Cash 3 each week." The Monticello
native returned to Florida, after retiring from machine industry in
New York. He said that he played the state lottery in Brooklyn.

KELLY AFB, TX-Air- tions.
In addition, airmen who
force Master Sgt. Gary
McLean has received an asso complete basic training earn
ciate degree in applied science credits toward an associate
through the Community Col degree through the Communi
lege of the Air Force.

ty College of the Air Force.

The worldwide college,
headquartered Maxwell Air

Pratt is the daughter of
Carretta P. Allen of St Peters
burg and Craig S. Thompson
of Cross Qty, FL.

Force Base, Montgomery Ala.,
awards associate degree to
enlisted' airmen for program
combining technical education

©1998 Kmart® Corporation

Her husband Lewis; is the
son of Rose Lee Lumpken of
St. Petersbuig.

received in the Air Force with
She is a 1997 graduate of
general education provided by
Lakewood High School, St.
civilian institutions.
McLean is a command

Petersbuig.

Army Sgt. 1st Class Rhon
vehicle operations-mainteda
B.
Graham has arrived for
nance superintendent
at
Robins Air Force Base, Warn duty in Kaiserslautern, Ger
many.
er Robins, Ga.
Graham is a training super
He is the son of C.C.
McLean of Lawndale, N.C. visor assigned to the 200th
and Jo McLean of Melbourne, Theater Army Material Man
agement Center.
FL.
She is the daughter of
Artasia N. Pratt has gradu
ated from basic military train Ronald B. Graham of St.
ing at Lackland Air Force Petersbuig and Alice Hall of
Crystal River, FL
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
The sergeant is a 1981
training, the airman studied the graduate of Lakewood Senior
Air Force mission, organiza High School, St Petersburg,
tion and customs and received FL
During the six weeks of

ituiffl

special training in human rela-

DAV Donates Van To
Transport Vets To And
From Tampa Center
TAMPA-Area

veterans

free transportation services

need not worry about trans

will initially be provided to

portation to and from the

veterans in Tampa and Lake

Tampa Department of Veter

land, Florida.
“Among those affected by

ans Affairs (VA) Medical Cen

the benefit cut were most vet
erans seeking treatment for
recently received two vans service-connected disabilities,
from the Disabled American as well tis indigent veterans
Veterans (DAV), a million- who have virtually no other
member plus nonprofit organi source of health care,” Steel
ter tor treatment.
That VA medical facility

zation.
The vans will be driven by

SALE! $8. Ladies' Route 66‘
cotton denim shorts. Rea. 10

SALE! 2/$9. 6 PRS. ATHLETECH™
Men's, ladies' or boys' socks.

SALE! $7.
PLUS-SIZE BASIC
EDITIONS™ KNIT
SHORT-SLEEVED
TEES OR SHORTS
Reg. 8.99.
J

SALE! 4/$9. CANNON® FAMILY
STANDARD-SIZE TOWELS

SALE! $10.
LADIES' SHORT
DRESSES
Rayon-knit
styles in S-L.
Reg. 14.99. fl
Long dresses,®
Reg. 19.99, ■
SALE $15
r

5/$l. DRINKING GLASSES

SALE! $1. DISHWASHING NEEDS
Ultra Dawn or Palmolive. 14.7 fl. oz.

man said.
‘The DAV simply could

a corps of local volunteers, not stand aside and watch hun
oiganized by the DAV and its dreds of thousands of veterans
Auxiliary. Heading up the being left without health care
effort is Burt JohnsonJiospital simply because they live some
service coordinator at the
Tampa VA Medical Center.
The donation was made

distance from a VA hospital
and have no means of trans

possible through a cooperative

portation. Thanks to contribu
tions from grateful Americans,

effort of the DAV’s national

the DAV was able to respond

organization, the DAV Depart
ment of Florida, DAV Tampa

to this need.”
Area veterans needing

Chapter No. 4 and DAV Lake

transportation assistance-and

Bonus 40-51-use Surf powder, SALE 2/$l 1

PENNZO
PEHHflW-

jjjOJOROIL

land Chapter No. 28. The van. who live within the Tampa or
donation Ls prut of the nation Lakeland areas should contact
wide DAV Transportation Burt Johnson at (813) 9722000, Ext. 6596/97.
Network.
In making the announce
ment, DAV officials noted the

SALE! $5. WISK OR SURF
100-fl. oz. or 33-42 use powder.

SALE! $4. IGLOO™ MINI MATE
COOLER. Reg. 4.99.

"StBxvR dt4: ?*»

SALE! $1. 1-QT. PENNZOIL MOTOR OIL
Limit 24

SALE! 2/$ 11. ANGEL SOFT BATH TISSUE
24-roll pkg.

SALE! $4. SPARKLE PAPER TOWELS
6-roll pkg.

SALE! $14. MEGA-PACK DIAPERS
Ultra-thick wipes, SALE 2/$4
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Black DP Associates Holds
After Work Reception

President
Nelson
Mandella
80th
Birthday
Celebrat
ion

a

ST.PETERSBURG-The
Black Data Processing Associ

It? Panelists will include:
Geoige K. Williams, National

ates, (BDPA), Greater Tampa
Bay Chapter in conjunction

nett, Owner of Micro Informa

with Tech Data Corporation
invites you to the their After
Work Reception on Thursday,
July 23,1998 fiom 6:30-8:30
pjn. •
The event will include a
panel discussion on “Why Not

President of BDPA; Tim Ben
tion Technologies; Tsu Kong

Malls Sponsor
Rev. Maxwell Sixth Annual
Honored By Back-Torecently

Rev. Fred Maxwell was hon- pose to meet the needs of the
ored by the Florida Bar Foun- homeless he encountered daily
dation with the Medal of in his ministries as pastor of St
Honor Award for his outstand- John Missionaiy Baptist
ing contributions to improving Church, Rev. Maxwell, with
justice through his leadership boundless eneigy and girded
and peiseverance in seeking by his faith, foiged a successful
permanent housing for the alliance among the legal prohomeless in Orlando.
fession and the public and priThe Florida Bar Founda- vate sectors to establish the
tion seeks out and honois two Grand Avenue Corporation,
of the most deserving jndivid- Through that was bom
uals who exemplify the Foun- Maxwell Terrace, Central
dation’s fundamental mission Horida’s first program dedicatof encouraging the administrat0 proyiding single men
tion of justice in Florida by WQmen> prJmarily
membeis of the legal profes-

^3^

sion and by members of non- jjQm™
lawyers alike. One Medal of

Further dedicated t0 pre.

spirit of hands-on volun
teerism through her work with

Recipe On A
Budget —-----

God’s commandment: “Love
Allow adult/kid group to
Rev. Maxwell was chosen Thy Neighbor As thyself’, meander throughout 200 acres
from a pool of many worthy Rev. Maxwell is truly a man of
^amshows, flowers, aninominees
to
his
word.
mals
311(1 more 30(1 You have
and brilliant
With his life comes justice, toe perfect recipe for great famreceive this distinguished

focused on current women’s
issues such as family poverty,

Society, Maiy Ann de Petrillo,

'mercy and humility with lhe

award.

Rev. Maxwell was pre- wonderful example he gives to
sented with this very high all.
honor during Jhe Florida Bar
Foundation’s Twenty-second
Annual Reception and Dinner
on June 18 at Lake Buena
Vista Palace.

Foutieth Class
Reunion------ST. PETERSBURG-The
Fortieth Class Reunion of
1958 and ‘Sixteenth Street
School, Qass of 1955 will be
held July 17-18. 1998 at foe
Marina Cove-Holiday Inn
Sunspree Resort, 6800 Sun
shine Skyway Lane.

wto receive recognition num
Eckerd Corporation, and vol
unteer hours from store associ

child welfare, wellness and
caring for aging parents.
During the symposium,
roundtable discussions will

will be held at Emory Univer of foe women will be pub
sity on October 16-18, 1998 lished and distributed through
and co-hosted by the national- Eckerd stores and foe Internet

designed to honor foe achieve-

Sunrise Breakfast with Rev.
Don Gaskin giving “Reflec
tions” at 7:30 ajn.

deceased stafl/teacher of both

A Caribbean Fantasy Din

schools. Relatives of deceased

ner/Dance where everyone is
asked to dress veiy colorful.

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

student mentoring programs
and through her efforts to gath
er two million signatures for
foe National Breast Cancer
Foundation to declare breast
cancer a national epidemic.
She raises funds for AIDS
research through foe LifeBeat
committee, an oiganization
formed by foe music industry.
Whether it’s raising money
for AIDS research, or increas
ing awareness to women’s
health issues, I really believe
one person can make a differ
ence,” Web explained. “I am
looking forward to meeting foe

an expense-paid trip to The

women honored by this pro
gram and sharing their insight
and experience.” In addition to
being a spokesperson for The
Eckeid 100 program, Webb

Eckerd 100 Symposium co

will assist with evaluating foe

hosted by foe Emory Women’s
Center in Atlanta, Ga. and

candidates.

and volunteer hours from her
local Eckerd store, each ofThe
Eckerd 100 women will
receive an invitation to attend

$1,000 grant will go to support

her charitable activity.
“Our goal for our anniver
sary program is to identify and
celebrate women who have
devoted their time and effort to
making America’s neighbor

Selection of these Eckerd
women will take place in two
phases. The first phase begins
with foe program launch and
foe start of Ihe Eckerd 100
Search that started July 2,

City ___

honor of Nelson R. Mandela,
foe president of South Africa.
‘1 can think of no one more
deserving of this great tribute
than Nelson Rolihlahla Man
dela, who emerged from
almost 29 years of imprison
ment without bitterness and.
worked tirelessly and without
equal , for reconciliation and
nation-building in South
Africa” said Ambassador
Sonn.
“President Mandela is a.
beacon of light that shines
around foe world. His great
ness is unparalleled in the

campus of Howard University
in Washington, D.C. Friday,
July 17,1998.
Howard Univeisity Presi
dent Swygert pointed out “dur
ing his historic 1994 tour, Nel
son Mandela visited only one
institution of higher learning:
Howard University, where he
received an honorary degree.
Certainly, we are once again
delighted fo host this grand
celebration in honor of this
great man.”
President Mandela’s birth
date is July 18,1918.

Obesity Joins
List Of Major
Heart Attack
Factors
can

NEW YORK—The Ameri
Heart
Association

announced that obesity has
been added to foe association
list of major risk factors that

“Health -care providers
and foe public need to accept
that obesity is a chronic dis
ease, just like high blood pres
sure or high blood cholesterol.
Its causes are a complex, indi
vidualized combination of

the future of America lies in
foe hands of those who are

devotion. Each Eckeid store sure’ sedentary lifestyle, and
will select one nominee whose now obesity. Heredity, increas-

willing to give of themselves
to make their community bet

dedication and commitment ing age and being male are

coronary heart disease is in its
infancy-comparable to our

can only be described as extra-

understanding of cholesterol’s

ter.”

ordinary.'

■

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
TOPAYI
stop by the
weekly
Challenger office:
2500 - 9th st. s.
St. Petersburg

of individual responsibility and cholesterol, high blood pres-

regarded as risk factors by
foe association, but they can
not be changed.
“Obesity itself has become
a life-long disease, not a cos

that we are just now beginning
‘Today, our understanding
of obesity and its impact on

role in heart disease in th mid
1970s,” adds Eckel.
There

are

no

simple

Design Essentials - MenJers

metic issue, nor a moral judge-

answers as to why obesity is
increasing at this tiftie. “How

Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

ment-and it is becoming a
dangerous epidemic,” says

ever, one reason for foe epi
demic is that although Ameri

Robert H Eckel, M.D., vice

cans are eating a lower per

chairman of the American
Heart Associations Nutrition

centage of total calories from

Committee.

ries overall.
This may be due to confus

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Hires Hairstyling
3427 - lltk Avenue Nortk
St. Peterskurg, FL-33713
Telepkone: 323-8649

“We want to send a mes
sage to both health-care
providers and foe pubic that
foe time has come to take obe

James D. Marshall,III
Attorney & Counselor at Law

LAW OFFICES OF
JAMES D. MARSHALL, III

1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00.

(813) 353 - 1080

(813) 258 -1434

fat, they are eating more calo

ing public health messages that
stressed eating a low-fat diet
witoput calorie restriction.

recognized

Contraiy to some widely cir
culated Ideas about low-fat eat

medical expert on obesity and

ing, calories do count Studies

sity seriously,” says Eckel, an
internationally

professor of medicine and

also indicate that American are

physiology and program direc

more sedentary on foe job and

tor of foe General Research
Center at foe University of

in their leisure time. Children

Colorado Health Sciences
Center in Denver.

550 N. Reo Street, Suite 300
Tampa, Florida 33609-1065

The Weekly Challenger

80th birthday celebration in

The reception will be held
in foe Armour J. Blackburn
Center ballroom on foe main

to understand,” says Eckel.

2508 Tampa Bay Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 33607-6814

Make checks payable to:

Patrick Swygert will host an

salute Mr. Mandela on his 80th

genetics, behavior and lifestyle

If so, who is your carrier?

Cartier Delivery will now be:

birthday” added Mr. Mfiime.

nominate women who they
These major risk factors
feel typify foe American spirit delude smoking, high blood

Zip Code

Due to the rising cost of printing,

Kweisi Mfiime and Howard
Univeisity President H.

we are celebrating our past, our
focus is on foe friture and we
believe that foe best hope for

Phone
Is this a renewal?

tion. It is indeed an honor to

people in each Eckerd neigh- narY l*ear^ disease, foe cause of
borhood will be encouraged to heart attack.

Address
State

struggle for freedom, human
kindness and self-deteimina-

Ambassador of South Africa,
NAACP President* and CEO

people can control to prevent
24, 1998. During foe search, death and disability from coro

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Name

honorable Franklin A Sonn,

1998, which runs through July

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

BALTIMORE, MD-The

hoods better places to live,”
said Mr. Newman. “Although

ly acclaimed Emory Women’s during foe holiday season.
Center, will be a forum ‘
-

members are invited to repre
mates to join this festive occa- ’ sent femily members on Satur
sion plans for Friday, July 17 at day, July 18th at 8:00 ajn.;

for deceased classmates and

meet and speak with educa
tors, celebrities and others

create a template to inspire
other women to become more
ates, donated to the honoree’s involved in the community
choice of non-profit oiganiza activities in the next centuiy.
tions or cause. .
Ihe ideas developed and foe
This symposium, which individual stories and photos

There is still time for class

7:30; Fellowship Banquet
including a memorial service

Nelson Mandela

ica and Eckerd Corporation
celebrate their birthdays, Eck
and purchase student insurance.
erd is paying tribute to Ameri
Qearwater Mall is located
Qearwater Mall and Tyrone
ca’s spirit of volunteerism
at 20505 U.S. 19 N, Qearwater
Square Mall is sponsoring its
through a search to honor
Pinellas
County Schools’ per
sixth annual back-to school day
women whose volunteer
sonnel will be located at the
at the malls Saturday, Aug, 1,
efforts have impacted their
Fountain Court in front of
from 11 ajn. to 3 pjn. Admin
own communities. Mr. Frank
Gayfers.
istrators and supervisors in the
Newman, Eckerd chairman,
Tyrone Square is at 6901
areas
of
curriculum,
president and CEO, and
22nd Ave. No., St Petersburg.
magnet/fundamental school
Veronica Webb, super model,
Pinellas
County Schools’ per
programs, zoning, exceptional
writer and supporter of com
sonnel will be located at the
student education, Career Tech
munity issues, announced foe
west
end of the mall in front of
nical Adult Education, commu
details df foe program today.
nity involvement, food services J.C. Penny Co.
More than 2,700 women from
For more information, conand transportation will be on
Eckerd neighborhoods will be
hand throughout the event to ' tact Kay Masters, Information honored and nominated for
services 588-6297.
answer questions. Parents may
inclusion in The Eckeid 100.
pick up information, register for
In addition to recognition

ments of the women chosen. It
also will provide these women
with an opportunity to share
ideas,
experiences
and
resources as well as the time to

non member from the commu
nity.
Nominated by the Execu
tive Director of the Legal Aide

infonnation or call the local
BDPA Office at (813) 882‘5292.

"A Salute To Women"
Eckerd Celebrates
American
Spirit On Centennial

before-and after-care programs

CYPRESS GARDENS serves, Rev. Maxwell’s efforts Take two adults purchasing sinensured that on-site staff pro-.
4ay admission to Cypress
vide residents at Maxwell Ter- Gardens.
race access to counsel, medical' Add two 6-17 year olds per
service, education and training,
(total of four) and blend
Steadfastly abiding by carefully.

sion, and the other must be a

Visit our chapter website at
www.bdpatampa.org for more

. Ms. Webb shared Eckerd’s

Honor recipient must be a serving the dignity of those he
member of the legal profes

President.
Moderator is
Simone Gans-Barefield Gans,
Gans, & Associates.

NEW YORK—As Amer

LARGO-Pinellas County
Schools in cooperation with

Inspired by the divine pur-

BDPA,

als, entrepreneurs and all are
welcome to attend.

School Day

Florida Bar
Foundation

and

Lue, Georgia Tech Freshman;
Recruiters will be available
Anne York, Computer Pro throughout the evening. So,
grammer Consultant; John bring your resume.
KLochow, CIO Tech Data
High school and college
Corporation; Wendy Wonsley,
students, parents, profession
Associate Engineer, Tech Data

Rev. Fred Maxwell and his wife Norweida

ORLANDO-Just

Corporation

Greater Tampa Bay Chapter

The association upgraded
foe status of obesity from a
contributing risk factor to a
major risk factor for heat attack

are watching fer more televi
sion and are less physically
active than in foe recent past.
“We need to develop better
treatment and lifestyle strate
gies to address the issue of
obesity without pissing moral

due. to strong scientific evi
dence of obesity’s impact on

judgement, says Eckel.

heart disease risk and due to
foe increased prevalence of foe'

is one of nine points in foe
American Heart Associations

condition in foe population.

call to action on obesity, which

More research on obesity

Research has shown that

also stresses the need for

modest weight reduction-5 to
10 percent of body weight can

greater understanding by both
medical professionals and foe

reduce high blood pressure

public about foe complexities

and total blood cholesterol.

of weight regulations and its

Modest achievable weight loss

relationship to health.

can also help control diabetes
in some people.
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200 Gather For Betty Shabazz Wholistic Retreat Center
NEW YORK-Faith, we African-American " families,
are told, can work miracles, can including such notables as Dr.
turn tragedy into triumph, even Charles Drew, A. Phillip Ran
resurrect the flagging spirit of dolph, Jackie Robinson and
the body, congregation, com Wilt Chamberlain. But the

New York, is the fulfillment of

munity and nation. It was feith, resort fell upon hard times and
say supporters that sustained last year came within hours of
the dreams of the National foreclosure by a local lending

inspiring and spiritually rejuve
nating retreats it began spon

Black Wholistic Society and institution. It looked like the
resurrected a tradition of spiri endof an era, the sad reiteration
tual retreats. It also rescued a of an oft-told tale of enterpris
historic sixty-ryear-old Black- ing African -Americans who

the National Black Wholistic
Retreat to Kings Lodge.

owned resort that the bank had nevertheless lose businesses
nected with us in a veiy real and land that have been theirs
and'personal way. And eeiy for generations.
year after that she was there not
Instead, in June, Kings
as a celebrity, but as part of the Lodge was reborn as the Betty
family.” .
Shabazz Wholistic Retreat
Now on the grounds of the Center. There art the Centers’
newly created Betty Shabazz inaugural weekend retreat,
Wholistic, Retreat Center at Attallah Shabazz, eldest daugh
Kings Lodge stands a tree ter of Malcolm X and the late
planted in her memoiy. Like Dr. Betty Shabazz; best-selling
other trees that shelter the Cen author Iyanla Vanzant; the
ter, it will no doubt grow to be inspiring Susan LTaylor, edi
so old as to seem immortal. For tor-in-chief of ESSENCE mag
the present, it is a living Symbol azine; and the powerfully moti
of feith in the miracle of resur vational Dr. Na’im Akbar all

(781)4324221
all but pulled the plug on.
For sixty years; Kings
Lodge, A Black-owned resort

million capital fund drive to
save the lodge and build the
new retreat center.

in Otisville, New York had pro

The twenty-acre site, nes
tled at the foot of the Catskill

vided tranquil

Mountains in scenic upstate

respite for

CENTER
AT

The concept was to develop a
place to which those people
who were out here working on
the Black community and try
ing to do positive things could
come and be inspired, receive
information and focus on get
ting themselves strong.
After nearly losing Kings
Lodge, together with others
who have supported the
NBWS and Kings Lodge over
the years, they launched a capi
tal campaign to renovate and
create a modem facility for
rejuvenating body, mind and
spirit.
“It was as of divine forces

For more infoimation call highly emotional hour of fund
the Betty Shabazz Center at raising, Iyanla Vanzant moved
(914) 386-2106 or the National those in attendance to pledge
Black Wholistic Society at neariy $160,000 toward the $5

WHOLISTIC RETREAT

soring annually in 1985. In
1988, the NBWS first brought

were coming together so that

three

BETTY SHABAXX5

manent home for the culturally

more spoke on “The Miracle of

With

to thf

National Black Wholistic Soci
ety (NBWS) to establish a per

retreats planned for the year, Faith.” Nearly two hundred
the Owenses are convinced that people came from all across the
1998 will be the biggest year in countiy to witness this miracle
the resort’s sixty-year histoiy.
in the making and, in a single,

rection.

WELCOME

a long-held dream of the

lyanla Vanzant. b«sr-.«lfeog author and Wfeoifeltc Cesiiei htiiird

A relaxed Or.Atteity Shafeaw at the King’s l odge at IW

member. offers a fetesmg at the dedication nt the Coiter.

Children's
Health Fair

we could be there at that time,”
says David Hall, who believes
the spirit of Betty Shabazz was
also present. The meeting coin
cided with the memorial ser

PINELLAS PARK-On panied by parent or legal
Saturday, August 1,1998 from
guardian. Please bring ybur
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. the
child’s immunization card.
Fourth Annual Children’s
Remember ttxi that chil
Health Fair will be held at dren entering 7th and 8th grade

vice for Dr. Shabazz in New
York City.
“She had come to the
retreat to speak and allow us to
pay homage to her,” recalls
David Hall, “but she also con-

Pinellas Square Mall.
The Health Fair will pro
vide free: Sdiool physicals;
Immunizations (Birth to 18);

I have tried to be honest. To be honest is to confront the truth. How
ever unpleasant and inconvenient the truth may be, I.believe we must
expose andface it if we are to achieve a better quality ofAmerican life. ”

—------ ----------------- '

'

-.Martin Luther fang. Jr.

Lead Screenings; Children’s
Activities; Other Fun Surpris
Board TOOlfeers of the Betty Shabazz: Whofatk

Venter Seated fcft to mfe

Susan L i«ylor, Grady Owens. Atttflsh Sfe.sfeazx Judy Owens,
to right: Ctew Gronrfv. Afeymt

ty»b Vaftaw

Professor David Halt,

l.h Morris L X. Jeff Jr... John Mowdl. Khepfera Baras and

Pj.

Naw Akbar

es; Commuriity Information;
School Supplies (while they
last). There will no sports
physicals.
Children must be accom-

are now required to have addi
tional immunizations.
Take advantage of this
cost-saving opportunity, just in
time for back-to-school.
Pinellas Square Mall is
located at 7200 US 19 North,
Pinellas Park, FL.
For more information call
Peg Atamian at 893-2775, ext.
153.

French Vanilla
Cafe Cooler
Our new creamy, dreamy Cafe Cooler
frozen cappuccino now comes in an
all-new delicious French Vanilla flavor.
It’s Cool-La-La! Stop by your
neighborhood 7-Eleven store
and try one today!

oh thank heaven
998 The Southland Corporation At Participating Stores
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Introduction of speaker,

Tampa as next year’s site.
This year’s reunion, as all

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

previous ones, was dedicated to
the loving memories of the
loved ones who have passed on
to be in God’s care.

Family and Friends
Day
Mt Olive Baptist Church
of Summerfield, the Rev.
Leroy Harris, Pastor, will

Family Reunion
Several generations of the
late Wesley Sylvester Smith

Kinsler, Laura Smith Wright
Haishey, and Westeen Smith

family held their annual Famtiy
Reunion on July 3rd thru 5th.
The festivities began wjth a
Welcome Party on Friday, at
the home of Mr. Willie Kinsler

Kilpatrick all deceased. All of

observe their annual “Family

Ocala
News
Happy Birthday to
Members Bom in July

in attendance.
Family members came

er at this very special occasion.
The public is cordially

from

11th; Rev. Richard Howard,
12th; Qytis Qemones and

out

of

state

from

invited to please come out and

Malverne, Arkansas. Together

field at the home of Simon and

with local family membeis that

partake in what is planned to be
a glorious and spirit-filled

Rosetta Forshee for an old-

live in Ocala, Reddick, Belle

event.

fashioned traditional 4th of July
Picnic. The final event of this 3

view and Summerfield, there

Writing The
Region

were also family from Lake
land and Ft. Lauderdale.
All in attendance raved at

LaMonica Samuel, J.W., Vin

Mullen, S.D., Lester Kinsler,

Shanta Matthews and Reva
Green, 10th; Geramy Butler,

of Belleview. On Saturday,
eveiyone gathered in Summer-

Qeveland Robinson, S.W.,

by James Thorpe

Eva Merkison, 1st; Vicki
Vaughns, 4th; Patricia Miller,

and great grand children were

of Covenant Baptist Church.
James Thorpe, W.M.

son Youmens, Sec., Jimmy
Johnson, Treasurer; Howard

and Friends Day” on Sunday,
July 26th at 4:00 p.m.
Rev. Hemy Lewis of San
ford will be tiie honored speak

their children, grandchildren

Minister Frank Long; Speaker,
Rev. Chatman, Assist. Pastor

Deacon Williams Tillman.the
late president of the Laymen
Ushers and choir movement of

7th; Sarah Bryant, 8th; Aletha

the State of Florida.
It will be named “The

Wooten, 9th; Edgar Lockett,

William Tillman Building.”

Louis Nelson, Mth;

Jabari

Pullings, Janaki Pullings, Eric
Woods, Marie Qoss and Ken

State President Dr. J:C. Wise
will conduct the ceremony.
State Laymen President Bro.
Eminent Thompson will also
be on hand. Everyone is invited
to come out on Saturday, July
18,1998 at 10:00 ajn.

neth Coleman, 15th; Ethel Nel
son and Vemajor Parker 19th;

Annual St John’s Day

Amos Lewis, 20th; Tylar Swift,

On June 28, 1998, Queen

what a fabulous time they had.

GAINESVILLE-As the high

22nd; Lorene King, 26th;

The late Wesley and Alber
ta Smith were the parents of 3

Plans are already in process for
the ‘99 Reunion, with tentative

ly

successful Writing the

Loretta Jenkins 27th; Debra

Victory #50 of the most Wor
shipful Prince Hall Grand

Region: A Writers Workshop

Butler, 28th; Jackie Ford and

Lodge Ancient

daughters, Mae Evelyn Smith

preparations to journey to

honoring Maijorie Kinnan
Rawlings prepares to hold its
annual
conference
in

Donald Flowers, 31sL

Accepted Masons of Florida,

Benefit Program

Inc. held its Annual St. John’s
Day at little Chapel United

Gainesville, Florida, August 59, it announces that the Mar

Rose Garden Chapter
Order of Eastern Star in honor

Methodist Church, Rev. Qeve-

jorie Kinnan Rawlings Society

of Sister Hazel Banks will have

Bethel

will conduct an essay contest
for conference participants.
The deadline is July 25,1998.
Now in its second year,

a benefit program to be held at

. Writing the Region brings dis
tinguished poets, novelists,

day affair was a “Farewell and
Soul Food Dinner”, also held at
the Forshee's home.

A Face in a Place

Free

land English, Pastor.
Bro. Lorenzo

and

J.D., John Baptist, Tyler.
Guests OES Chapter,
Davis Lodge #47, Apopka, FL,
Miller Court #102, Ocala and
Pride of Mallie #138, Ocala.
LaMonica Samuel, Chairper
son.

As We Gather In His Name
Please come and join with
us in the Installation Seivice of
our new pastor, Rev. Warren F.
Hardaway.
Beulah Missionary Baptist
Church, 11732 Illinois Street,
Dunnellon, FL 34430 on July

Sorting Things Out
bV Florence Williams Ray
I heard in the wind that God

earth, And felt tiie seeds soon to And kneel respectfully to pray,
birth, I raised my head and felt His ever presence greets me
the wind, Another miracle yet there, Giving hope, erasing
fear....
tobend...
When I greet the rising sun,
I gazed up at the distant sky
Balanced there before my eye, And see the work that he has
As I watched the blue clouds done, With all the wonders I
fly, I heard a new bom baby adore, It gives me confidence
to know.
cry...
This Great God with all his
I refuse to believe there is
no God, As I stand knee deep in might, Saw fit to keep me in his
sod, And marvel at tiie many sight, He gave me the will to
sights That seem to blend, to achieve, Knowledge to grasp
and believe.
make things right....

25.1998 at 6:30 p.m. and July
26.1998 from 10:45 ajn. and
6:00 pjn.
“And He gave some Apos
tles; and some prophets; and

Letter To The Editor
I understand that one of our
wonderful columnist for the

some evangelists; and some
Tri-County Challenger is not
pastors and teachers. For the
feeling her best. We all look
perfecting of the saints for the
forward to hearing from you
works of the ministry, for the
every week and reading your
edifying ofthe body ofChrist”;
community news , but realize
Ephesians 4:00-12.
too, that sometimes we tire and

New Chapel Baptist Church,

presided over the Occasion.
Processional by the Masonic

Rev. Izell James, Pastor. The

femily. Call to worship, Bro.

event will take place on Satur
day, July 18,1998 at 7:00 pjn.

Lorenzo Bethel. Selections by
the Carrie Neal Council Gospel

film-makers, historians, jour

Sis. Geneva Thomas, Wor
thy Matron, Bro. Raymond

Choir of Little Chapel Devo
tion,
Minister
Dennis

nalists,

Listen to Him has he places a
song of wellness and sunshine

Weathers, Worthy Patron.

Hagins/Dea. Lester Kinsler;
Welcome/Scripture by mem

in your heart. I just wanted to
let you know that we’re all

bers of little Chapel. Response
to Welcome, Senior Warden
Cleveland Robinson.

thinking about you and hope
tiiat these few words will help
comfort you while while feast

and publishers to

Gainesville for five-days of
workshops for published and

The public is cordially
invited to attend.

non-published authors.
For more information
Building Dedication Service
about the Contest or therWork- •
Building #5 at the FL Bap
shop, please call the Executive tist Retreat site, Florahome FL
Director, Ms. Norma Homan, will be named in the honor of
at 1-888-917-7001.

Holiness Unto The Lord
3rd Annual Dance Confrence

I can never pass a crystal

was dead, So I went out and stream, Nor pursue a single
raised my head, Feasted my dream Without feeling that
eyes upon the trees and fell .from above, God has given this
with love...
upon my weaiy knees...
Even when I close the day,
I placed my hands upon the

have to sit still for a moment,
Let Go and Let God.
It’s okay to be still and
remember that God is God.

ing on the goodness of God.
“We reach out in love it’s
here to stay, Generously share
it every day. Each one of us has
much to give, if only we can
leam to live.
For every thought and
word and deed, To make it
worthwhile it’s love we need.
And when we feel that love is
shown, We speak a language
all its own!
To make

impressions

wealth is spent, But to reach out
with love doesn’t cost a cent!
We’ie praying for you Mrs.
Rosetta Cohen Forshee. We

love you, Allene GammageAhmed.

I

j

"The Unity Of Miriam & David*
July 23rd To 26th

Featuring Minister Ann

For Father Information

Peterson, Dr. Miles Munroe,

Please Call (323) 351-3266

Worshiper David Bullock

From 10:00 AM. to 2:00

Bread Of Life Fellowship

PM.

Aposite Randy Brown,
Pastor James Evans and

Minister Terri Carter Revial

Pastor Ann Evans Welc

Temple Gospel Church

ome You To Our City.

Dr. Milton L. Carter

Budweiser Jansnin' For Education Official Rules

Ann Peterson
Presented By:
Restoration Ministires of
Reconciliation
1732 N.W. 2nd Ave.
Ocala, FL.

Bring This Add In For
$1.00 OffAdmision

No Purchase Necessary. 1. To enter, complete an official entry form or hand print your name, address, zip code, age, and day and evening telephone numbers on a 3" x 5" card
and mail to: Budweiser Jammin' For Education Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 1908, Young America, MN 55594-1908. 2. Enter as often as you wish, but each entry must be mailed in a
separate envelope. Entries must be received by October 23,1998. No mechanically reproduced or photocopied entries permitted. For an official entry form and a copy oi the
rules, send a self-addressed, stamped (Washington and Vermont state residents only may omit return postage) envelope to: Budweiser Jammin'For Education Sweepstakes Entry
Request, P.O. Box 3279, Young America, MN 55558-3279. Limit one request per envelope. Requests must be received by October 6,1998. Neither the sponsor nor any of its
agencies are responsible for illegible, lost, late, damaged, incomplete, postage-due or misdirected mail ,or entries. All materials submitted become the property of Anheuser-Busch,
Inc. and none will be returned. 3. Winners will be selected in a random drawing to be held on or about October 27,1998 from among all eligible entries received by an indepen
dent judging agency, whose decisions are final in all matters relating to this sweepstakes. Winners will be notified by mail. Winners may not substitute or transfer prize but sponsor
reserves the right to substitute prize with a prize ef equal or greater value. 4, All prizes will be awarded. Odds of winning depend upon the number of eligible entries received.
Winners will be required to complete, sign and return an affidavit of eligibility and liability and publicity release within 14 days of prize notification. Winners' travel companions will
also be required to complete, sign and return a liability and publicity release prior to receiving travel documents. If a travel companion is under 21 years of age, the liability and
publicity release must be signed by the travel companion's parent or legal guardian and the companion must be traveling with parent or legal guardian. In the event of noncompli,ance within this time period, prize will be forfeited and an alternate winner will be selected. Any prize notification or prize returned to the sponsor or its agencies as undeliverable
will result in disqualification and the awarding of that prize to an alternate winner. 5. Sweepstakes open td residents of United States who.are 21 years of age or older.
Employees and the immediate families of employees of Anheuser-Busch. Inc., its affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, wholesale distributors, and individual
retail licensees are ineligible. This sweepstakes is void where prohibited by taw, and is subject to tederal, state and local regulations. Taxes on prizes, if any, are the responsibility
of the individual winners, 6. Acceptance of prize offered constitutes permission to use winner's name, biographical information and/or likeness for purposes of advertising and pro
motion without.further compensation as permitted by law. 7. Grand Prize (2): Trip for four (4) tp attend winner's choice.of one of the following 1999 events: One (1) Superfest
concert; Soul Train Awards ceremony; Essence Festival: or the Black Entertainment Golf Tournament. Prize consists of round-trip coach air transportation (from gateway city near
est winner's home), double-occupancy hotel accommodations for three (3) nights, and $500 cash. Location and dates of events to be determined. Travel must be taken on dates
specified by sponsor and completed by December 31,1999. Travel subject to availability and blackout periods may apply. Ground transportation, meals, gratuities and all other
expenses not specified herein are winner's responsibility. Estimated Retail Value $5,000. First Prize (4): Technics Mega CD Changer. Estimated Retail Value $200 each. Second
Prize (10): Leather Jacket. Estimated Retail Value $500 each. Third Prize (500): Budweiser Kats. Estimated Retail Value $12 each. Total Estimated Retail Value $21,800. 8.
By accepting a prize, winner agrees to release and hold sponsors harmless from any and all losses, damages, rights, claims and actions of any kind resulting from acceptance,
possession or use of any prize, including without limitation, personal injuries, death and property damage. By participating in this sweepstakes, participants agree to be bound by
all the-Official Rules of this sweepstakes. 9. For the names of the winners, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope by October 30,1998 to: Budweiser Jammin' Fpr Education
Sweepstakes Winners List, P.O. Box 3279, Young America„MN 55558-3279. ©1998 Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Brewers of Budweisei® Beer, St. Louis, MO,_____________
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JNorth Central Florida
Lowe’s Announces New Superstore
Being Built In Clearwater—

“Give the people what they
want! is a saying from the
‘70’s. Yet, at times that’s exact
ly what we must <Jo! ‘The cus

LlCHT

tomer is always right” is a veiy
popular notion with successful
business people. My business

Of The
World

of public service is no excep
tion! ,
Mr. Daniel Summers of
Summerfield, has expressed to
me his deep appreciation for
the publishing of American
poetiy ! He especially likes the
poet, Paul Laurence Dunbar.
During a recent telephone con

By

versation, he asked if I we in

Pay it I will to the end..Until

and sharing it with her church
family. Summers and Crim

the grave, my friend, Gives me
a true release, Gives me the
clasp of peace. Slight was the thing I

First- Baptist Church in East
Lake. The Rev. Leonard Scott
is pastor. (I must thank St. Paul

possession of a poem entitled
“The Debt” by Dunbar. I
placed him on hold and

AME Church in Ocala for also

searched my anthology. In the
anthology was the poem Sum

distributing the Tri-County
ChallengerThe Rev. Dr. James

mers requested! He said he’d
committed the poem to memo
ry in 1943, while he as a stu

D. Sykes is our pastor).
Summers requested that I

dents. The new Lowe’s Home

requested a copy for his per

our daily bread. And foigive us

columnist with Ocala Star Ban- - sonal use. This printing should
ner Newspaper. He alleged that render about 35,000 copies! He
Parker loved Dunbar’s work can.take his pick!!!
Here is Dunbar’s poem,
but later took a fancy to Shake

our debts, as we foigive our
debtors. And lead us not into

materials and lumber depart

ypuiself and the commercial

company plans to open pany’s first Florida store
approximately 80 stores in opened July.l, 1971 in Talla-

business customer. In addition
to the full lawn and

1998.

garden/nuisery department,
the store will have a building

ment as well as completely
stocked departments in electri
cal, plumbing, hardware, tools
and paint.

hassee.
Lowe’s offeis comprehen

The store will be a 120,000
including a 101,000-square
foot sales floor and a lawn and
garden center measuring over
15,000 square feet. The
Lowe’s superstqre will offer an
enormous assortment of home
improvement products with
more than 40,000 different
items,

is in heaven. Give us this day

helping

customers

build, improve, beautify, and
enjoy their homes. Lowe’s will
invest over $15 million in this
new store, which will employ

temptation, but deliver us from
evil: For Thine is the kingdom,
ever. Amen.” - St. Matthew
6:19-13.

sive services both for the, do-it-

square foot retail facility

Thy will be done in earth, as it

and the power and the glory, for

’Lowe s currently operates
20 stores in Florida. Die corn-

on average,- more than one
new superstore per week. The

Improvement Warehouse will
be built on 13.55 acres at 2619
Enterprise Road and is expect• ed to open in May 1999.

name. Thy kingdom come.

who is currently a weekly

Crim for taking the Tri-County

house superstore will be built
to serve Qearwater area resi

fore pray ye: Our Father which
art in heaven, Hallowed be Thy

dent of Mrs. Thelma Parker,

Negro poets.
I want to thank Mrs. Valerie

last week that a new ware

bought, Small was the debt I
thought, Poor was the loan at
best~God! but the interest!
“After this manner there

read the poem to him over the
phone, which I did. He also

speare. Summers, on the other. “The Debt”, in dedication to
hand, stated that his allegiance Deacon Summers!
“This is the debt I pay, Just
still lies with Dunbar and other.

Companies, Inc. announced

DAHIEL BANKS

Challenger to church with her

both attend East Lake Weir

CLEARWATER-Lowe’s

175-200 people.
“We’re looking forward to
being a part of the Qearwater
community and serving cus

for one riotous day, Yeais of
regtet and grief, Sorrow with-.

tomers in this area,” said Teny

out relief.

for Lowe’s. “Our new store
will offer customers virtually

Britt, regional vice president

eveiything they need for their

Society In
Ocala

Jones, Beatrice Sims, Cora

homes under one roof, plus

Arthur, Cynthia Wise, Neissa
Shaw, Patricia Edwards, Debra

we’ll carry a full line of plumb

Briggs, Marquita White, Peggy

ing, electrical, lumber and
other products to serve our

Byrd, Tara Woods, Keisha
Simpkins, Grace Huffman and

commercial business cus

Katherine Guyton.
by
Florence Williams Ray

—Facts About Lowe’s——

Birthday Greetings
Happy birthday greetings

Scott-Byrd Wedding
The marriage ceremony of
Josephine Scott and Theodore
Robert Byrd was held on Sat
urday, July 11, 1998 at New
Zion Missionary Baptist
Church in Ocala. The officiat

go out tq KeLaura Reynolds,

Simpkins, Maiy Ann Burton;
Bridesmaids Deanna Arm
strong, Darlene Walls and
Apiyl R. Scott; Shadow Bride
Tia Marshae’ Thomas; Flower
girls Lexiss A. Wilson and Pas
sion L. Jackson; Best Man,

ing minister was Rev. Dr. E.F.

Willie Jones; Groomsmen,

Broxton.

Joseph Scott, Jr. Kenneth G.

The ceremony included:
aPre-Nuptial music by Carol

Scott, Marvin B. Scott, Lee
Thomas,

songs by soloists Carmen Hope

McNeal.

and Pastor Willie Taylor; The
seating of Groom’s Special

Also the Shadow Groom
Ju’Wann T. Thomas; Ring

Friend Mr. Marvin B. Scott;
Seating of Bride’s Mother by

Ushers were LaToya Rush,

Sr.

and

Eugene

Scott, Jr.; Pastor-1

Jacinta Mitchell, Karen Scott,
Brian K. Wiliams and Ulysses

Meditation, Exchanging of

Thomas, Jr. Die wedding coor

Vows and Ring ceremony. The

dinator was Mrs. Erma Rush;
Guest Book Johnnie Jones;

Joseph

lighting of the Unity Candles
and Declaration of marriage

Photographer Johnny Wade,

prayer concluded the ceremo

Jr.,
Videographer
Rufus
Franklin; Decoration by Bar

nyThe wedding party includ
ed: Parents df the Bride,' Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Wilfoid; Spe

July 20th; Eddie Roy Arnold,
July 22; Catherine Brown, July
23; Roberta Gabriel Woods,
July23id.

Anniversaiy Wishes
Happy Anniversaiy wishes
go out to Lauretta and Darron
Wallace, July 24.

bara Washington and Ethel
Shields.
Die

Reception/Program

cial Friend of the Groom, Mrs.
Sara Harrison; Matron of

was held following the wed
ding in the annex of the church.

Honor, Sylvia Thomas; Maid

Embra G. Snow presorted the

of Honor, Tonya D. Epps;
Bridematrons, Bennie L.

were Narvella Hayes, Johnnie

wedding party. The hostesses

•A Fortune 200 company,
Lowe’s is one of the nation’s
top 25 retailers.
•Lowe’s a 51 year old

company, is the second laigest
retailer of home improvement
products in the countiy serving
nearly 4 million customers
weekly in 458 stores in 26
states;
•Employees own approxi
mately 12% of Lowe’s 174
million outstanding shares of
common stock through partic

Antwan Wilson, Sr. Ulysses

Taylor Williams; Medley of

tomers.”

You! Can Make A
Difference - help
supportour
paper by
patronizing our
advertisers! *

ipation in Lowe’s Employee
Stock
Ownership
Plan
(ESOP), which has been rec
ognized before Congress and
is one of the laigest ESOPs in
the nation;
•Lowe’s is currently in the
midst of the broadest expansion plan in its history, opening

,

GREATER HOPEWELL ’

Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School. . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship ........ .6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday........................ 6:30 p.m.

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
^Extension Oqala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
. Dr. Fred; Maeweathers, Sr., Center Directdr
■
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 »

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite 101
Ocala, Florida 34475

Monday
0:30-9:30

PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

(352) 351-2582 • (352) 351-4732
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785
Email: cfponder@typeworld.com
Website: http//www.typeworld.com

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and
6:30 PM9:30 PM

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead-Envelopes-Tickets-Brochures-Souvenir Books-lnvitations
(wedding/social/graduation)

Offering Degrees in Theology. Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away

LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Mam Campos in Monroe. Louisiana

Forms-Flyers-Catalogs-Business Cards- Newsletters-Price
Lists-Carbonless Forms-Pocket Folders- Bumper Stickers-Four Color
Process Printing- Ad Speciality Items

Lowe's Of Ocala
3535 SW 36th Ave.
(352) 337-7600
Monday • lhursday. 7am • 9pm, Friday: 7am • 10pm,
Saturday: 7am -9pm And Sunday. 8:30am-7 pm

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce
Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)

1O
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Bay Pines Opens New

Adelle Vaughn Jemison Enters
School Board Race

Outpatient Clinic At
PTEC South From pg.l

From Pg. 1

“My concern now is Community Police Council,
Iwhether a federal judge soon United Way and Zoning Task
I will lift the desegregation order Force, NCNW, Informal
lthat requires busing. I want to Committee, Juvenile Welfare
Ibe a part of what changes will Board South County Commu
lresult. Quality education, not nity Council, Area IV Schools
trace ratios, that’s the bottom Advisory Council, Multi-Cul
lline.”
tural Committee of Northwest
Jemison is a graduate of Elementary, Pinellas County
ITalladega College, Talladega, School Volunteer, League of

day from 8:00 4:30 pm.
On hand to greet you and
treat you with courteous, qual

I by Khana A. Riley

ity seivice as shown are: Joann
Fuller, Public/Customer Ser

Hello readers! Ihis we learned about Jesus and
summer, “Kids Comer” will how God informed Mary that
feature “Spotlites” on last she was having a baby.
school year and comments
There were so many angels
from kids about how they are like hundreds of angels. In

vice; Monty Foibes, Computer
Specialist; Kate Hummel,
Supervising Nurse and Teach
ing Coordinator; Dr. David

spending their summer vaca
tion, etc.. So if you are between

Layer, Internal Medicine and

I Alabama, where she earned Women Voters, Horida Asso Gloria .Cafeo, Coordinator of
I the Bachelor of Arts degree in ciation of Equal Opportunity
I Psychology. She is a graduate Professionals,
Mt.
Zion
Iof the Florida State University African Methodist Episcopal
I School of Social Work Includ- Church.
I ed among her affiliations both
Anative of Ocala, Jemison
I past and present are member has one daughter and is tiie
ships: Community Alliance, legal guardian of three grand
NAACP, Tampa Bay Sickle children.
Cell Disease Foundation,

Community Based Outreach
Clinics. The staff guarantees
patient-friendliness!
Presently there are nine
CBOCs in Horida, another
will be opening sometime dur?
ing the fall in Qearwater.

' “Our hope for creative living.;. lies in our ability to reestablish the
moral ends of our Uves in personal character and social justice.”

w

To set a better
idea of what kind
of person wins the
Florida Lotto jackpot,
look in the minor.
you have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your
chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today
Florida Lottery

LOTTO
Who’s next?

tor Jet Jackson). It was set up so
beautifully with all of the palm

Vacation Bible School.

the games was Bamboo Jump

My week at Vacation Bible
School was great. I had a won

ball, next year I can’t wait to go

trees and island games. Qne of
of Bamboo Sticks. We had a

had wonderful and shining per-,

there.
Until we meet! Send your

sonalities. The theme there was
LOVE. WE were pretending to

letters to Dear Khana do The

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

carpet sale

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STC CK • BUY TOIJAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
HOT SELLING
HEAVY
REMNANT
HEAVY
W.'AH DATED II
COMMERCIAL
BLOWOUT
TEXTURE
BERBERS
TEXTURE

W

SQ. YD.

512"
W CARPET
I
VMnrC I
$799

$499 1:41599

$399
From

SQ. YD.

Priced1^

■

From

■

SQ. YD.

Stock

CARPET CERAMIC TILE

$399
Up to 40 Sq. Yd. Installed w/Pad

F LQ R 1 D A

Community Center (Coordina

your stories.
This week’s “Spotiighf ’ is on
St. Mark Baptist Church’s

Weekly Challenger 2500 Dr.
be on an Island. We listened to - Martin Luther King Street
Island music and learned
South, St. Petersbuig, FL
.gs. We ate Island food and
33705.

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR
THE MIND .

ROOM3S
Over the past nine years, more than 450 people just like

the age of 5 and 12, send me

derful time. The people there

* Martin Luther King, Jr.

addition, on Friday of that
week, we went to Wildwood

1000’s Sq. Feet In Stock
Priced From

99^i

SQ. YD.

Buy

fl|SQ YD.

WHOLE

house

Up to 80 Sq. Yd.- Installed w/Pad

CARPET STORE
BAYONEf POINT

TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

249-2088

NE CORNER 0R1IS. K & HWY. 52

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCAT
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Private School Superintendent
The Global War On
Drugs Is Causing More Announces School Board Candidacy
Harm-------- —
—
the Lindesmith Center. “Our
punitive prohibitionist policies
have wreaked havoc in inner

NEW YORK-Affican
American leaders and promi
nent international leaders have
I joined forces to declare “the

abuse itself NAACP Presi
dent Kweisi Mfume, Rev.
Calvin Butts, Rev. Floyd
Flake, Rev. Leon Sullivan,
Mayor Willie Brown, veteran
journalist Walter Cronkite,
joined former Surgeon Gener: al Jocelyn Elders, and Balti
more Mayor Kurt Schmoke
and more than 500 others in
saying that continuing current
policies “will only result in
more drug abuse, more
empowerment of drug mar
kets, criminals and more dis
ease and suffering.”
Ministers, doctors, police
men, scholars and other
experts signed an open letter
coordinated by the Lindesmith
Center, a drug policy research
center widely recognized as a
leading authority on drug poli
cy issues. “African Americans
have been disproportionately

cludes by appealing for “a

harmed by our failed drug war
policies. They are far more

truly open and honest dialogue
regarding the future of global

likely to be incarcerated and
far more likely to be infected

drug control policies one in
which fear, prejudice and puni

by HIV or AIDS as a result of

tive prohibitions yield to com
mon sense, science, public

injection drug use,” said Dr.
‘Ethan Nadelmann, Director of

health and human rights.”

Send Us News!

If you have informa
tion that might make a
good article for this
paper; send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an
upcoming issue.

Trade Openings Available
At Florida Job Corps
ATLANTA-Job
Corps as training in automotive repair, increase their skills, but bring vide day care.
There are 17 Job Corps
centers in Florida have imme construction trades, clerical success for lifetime career
centers
in operation in Alaba
diate openings available for skills, landscaping, technology, advancement.”
ma,
Florida,
Georgia, Missis
Job Corps has a toll-free
training in automotive body forestry, retail and other fields.
ftorida has three centers - telephone number, 1(800) 733- sippi, North Carolina, South
repair, carpentry, landscaping
and plastering trades, it was Gainesville, Jacksonville and JOBS, for men and women Carolina and Tennessee.
who want to earn more about Depending on vocation of
Miami Job Corps center.
announced recently.
interest, Job Corps applicants
“Job Corps offers a wide the program.
Job Corps, a U.S. Depart
Job
Corps
is
a
residential
can be assigned to any of the
ment of Labor program, pro variety of training opportuni
vides economically disadvan ties,” said Melvin R. Collins, program, providing students centers in the Southeastern
region. Additionally, students
taged youth ages 16 through Job Corps’ Southeastern with room, board and some
.24 with the opportunity to regional director. “Our students spending money while they in the Southeastern region may
receive

basic

education have proved that hard work and

through GED classes, as well commitment will not only

■1

Rambling
With

Charles
Howard

We have a great deal to leam administration and supervi
from each ote, and we are sion, as well as a Master of
part of the same team with the Education degree from Middle

same goal: preparing our chil Tennessee State University
and a Bachelor ofArts in Reli
Gessner announced he’ll seek enhance educational opportu dren to become happy, pro
gion & Philosophy from
the Republican nomination for nities, such as using any sav ductive and fulfilled members
Atlantic Christian College in
ers are stating openly what we the at-large seat on the Pinellas ings to decrease class size, of our community.”
In addition to his work North Carolina.
which is a problem.”
have all known but many have County School Board.
Gessner is a member ofthe
Gessner, 59, spent the first with the Indian Rocks Christ
Gessner has a long and dis
been afraid to say-that our
Association
of Supervision
current drug polides are doing tinguished career in education. half of his career as a public ian Schools, Gessner is an
and Curriculum Development,
more harm than good,” contin Starting as a public school school teacher and under associate pastor of the First
National Society of Fund Rais
ued Dr. Nadelmann. “There teacher and high school coach stands the challenges the sys Baptist Church of Indian
ing Executives, and Phi Delta
are much more effective ways in Pinellas Park, Polk, Brevard tem is facing. He brings a per Rocks.
Gessner is seeking the seat Kappa. His civic involvement
to reduce the harms associated and St. Johns counties, lie later spective as an administrator
currently held by Lucille includes past or present mem
with drugs. We need to distin moved to the private school and a private school superin
berships in the Largo Chamber
tendent
who
has
had
to
be
Casey.
•
guish between the problems of side, serving as superintendent
Before founding the Indian of Commerce, Greater Semi
innovative to make fewer dol
drug abuse and those that stem of four schools.
nole Chamber of Commerce
The St. Petersburg High lars go further in educating Rocks school, Gessner was
fiom our failed prohibitionist
founder and first superinten and Largo Mayor’s Prayer
policies, and then seek to School graduate is currently children.
“One of the things we’ve dent at Central Park Christian Breakfast Committee.
reduce both sets of problems.”;. the founder and superintendent
Gessner has been married
.
learned
in private education is School in Birmingham, Ala.,
The debate on drug policy of Indian Rocks Christian
for
40 years to Martha
has been restrided in this Schools, which serves 915 ele we can do a good job academ and Merritt Island Private
Richardson Gessner, who
country, with those who speak mentary, middle and high ically with sometimes fewer School. He also served as, the
works
as an information coor
resources,”
Gessner
said.
superintendent
of
schools
for
out for open debate and alter schodl students.
>‘Tn Pinellas County, we “We’ve been -able to attract Northside Christian Schools in dinator for the St. Petersburg
natives often vilified, and
Junior College. They have two
falsely accused of “surrender have a great opportunity to do good teachers and our students St. Petersbuig from 1978 to
grown children and five grand
ing” ot supporting outright some special things, with the have tested well. Fewer 1982.
Gessner holds a Ph.D. children. He is a native of
drag legalization. The public efforts to end the court-ordered resources forces you to have a
degree
from the University of Hackettstown, NJ.
busing and other things going more streamlined operation,
letter written to U.N. Secretaiy
South
Mississippi in school
on,” Gessner said: “It is an and less bureaucracy is better.
General Kofi Annan con

dty communities.”
“This is an historic
moment when respected lead

global war on drugs” is now
I causing more harm than drug

SEMINOLE-Vowing to opportunity for the board and
bring a new perspective andl administration to work togeth
years of experience in private er as a team with people in all
and public education, Max aspects of the community to

leam. Some centers offer nonresidential programs and pro

attend any of the six centers in

“Yesterday has gone, forget it
Today is here, use it.
j Tomorrow may not come,
So don’t wait on it.”

896-2152

More Unique Ways
To Stretch A Dollar
Automatic Woodbumers! Acworth, New Hampshire
While initial cost of woodbum- 03607; and L.L. Bean, Inc.
ing heaters with automatic ther Freeport, Maine 04032.
**********
mostatic control is a little high
Happy Birthday
er than for those without this
July
16, Eugene Leshore;.
feature, you more than make
17th,
Hattie
Brown, Willie
up for this expense in operating
savings. These heaters, which Feaster; 19th-22nd Clifford
feature airtight fireboxes and Jones, Vonda Wynn, James E.
temperature sensitive devices Otto, Jr. Thomas Harris, Larry
to regulate air intake and room Harrell and Patricia Woods.
temperature, bum wood more

California Visitors

efficiently with a savings of up

The Richard Woods family

to 50 percent in fuel cost.
For prices on the basic Ash of 25th Avenue South took to
ley Thermostatic woodbuming the skies for a couple of weeks
circulation and king automatic stay with Richard’s sisters and
wood circulators (these vary Pat’s devoted sister-in-laws.
depending on your location). Accompanying the Woods was
Write King Stove & Range daughter Denise and grandson,
Co., P.O. Box 730, Sheffield, Latherian Landcaster. Pat says,
the weather tee was cool but
Alabama 35660.
Somewhat more expensive the stay pleasant. Girlfriend
and more efficient are the Rite brought back plenty of Califor
way Wood and Coal Heaters. nia fashions.
**********
Marco Industries, Inc. P.O. Box
Sign Language
6 Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Qn a hotel marque in Com
($261 FOB Harrisonburg VA.)
for a deluxe enameled version merce, Calif. “Our Towels are
($185-450). Get information So Fluffy, it’ll be hard to put
on the Norwegian made from them in your suitcase”.
Dealers David Lyle, South

Until next week, jump to it!

You! Can Make A Difference help support our paper by

patronizing our advertisers!

Kentucky.

"J

J '

Feed me a story.

SM

You are the big bird in each child’s life.
Little mynas mimic mama and papa.
If you read they’ll want to, too.
So read aloud, feed a mind,
ten minutes a day and be amazed
how well they fly off to school.
Visit your local library.
They have great books for you
and your child to share together.

TO

Feed Me A Story
© 1997 Read To Me International Foundation

SM
Publix Super Markets

CHARITIES

11

Helping all children succeed for life.

UnlbedW^y
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National Baptist Deacons Convention
TAMPA-This is an excit

tasks in support of the Church.

ing time in Tampa!
The National Baptist Dea
cons will be meeting in Tampa
for the first time ever. This

For more than sixty years. The
National Baptist Deacons’
Convention has encouraged
lay leaders to enhance their
skills in order to provide

gives opportunity for 95-year
old New Mt. Zion Missionaiy
Baptist Churdi to host its first
national convention. It’s excit

improved support for Pastois
and their congregations who
face the increasingly complex

ing!

challenges of a modem soci

24, 1998, Tampa’s New Mt.

ety. The Convention also pro
vides generous support for a

From July 20 through July
Zion Baptist Church will host
the annual meeting of the

variety of .charity and educa

are not taught in school and
often are missing in fee home.
Such skills as personal
finance, balancing a check
book, planning a nutritious
femily meal, reading a map, as
well as reasons for staying in
school, avoiding negative peer
pressure, and obeying law
officers. The program rein
forces positive moral values. It
also provides tutoring for stu
dents needing to improve

tional programs.
This year’s keynote speak

grades.

er

Deacon

grams planned during fee

Auxiliaries.' This will be the
national groups first meeting

Qarence Fort, who also is a

Convention’s
week-long
meeting isa symposium coor

National Baptist Deacons
Convention ofAmerica and its

is

Tampa’s

Deputy County Sheriff. He

Among fee many pro

dinated by Tampa’s Dea
coness Geraldine Twine; a

in Tampa. Most activities will

plans to tell the delegates that

be conducted at the Doubletree Hotel on Cypress Street in

no problems are insuimountable and that “feith” is the key

Nurse Manager, feat will pro

Tampa’s Westshore District.

to persevering in tumultuous

vide helpful information to

Over 1200 delegates are
expected to participate in a

personal storms. Deacon Fort
is a highly respected commu

delegates concerning contem

nity leader and is former pres
ident of the NAACP youth

how to establish a church

morning prayer meetings, as council that led the fight for
well as workshops and sym- racial equality in public places

maintenance stations. Words

variety of programs, including
music, Bible study, and early

posiums that use Biblical prin- in Tampa in the 1960s.
Today, Deacon Fort chairs
ciples to pursue resolutions for

porary health care, as well as
Nurses Guild or set up health
of wisdom and inspiration are
expected fiom'fee Rev. Fred
L. Buckine, Esquire who is fee

fee Deacons Ministry at New
contemporaiy problems.
Deacons, according to Mt. Zion Baptist Church in
Biblical scriptures, are ser Tampa where he founded fee

when, as a so-called “colored

On this week-end Satur

The Honorable Thomas
Stringer will be fee Master of

churdi”, it became one of fee
fiist air conditioned pubic

day, July 18th at 11:00 A.M,

Ceremonies for fee banquet.

buildings in Tampa. It also was
known as fee “church wife no

In addition to fee praying,
studying, fellowship, food
functions and music, fee Con

local, national, and interna
tional charities. In fee past, fee

community is invited and
encouraged to participate in

convention has supported fee
Tampa area via contributions

fee convention’s program
while it convenes in Tampa..

to a local prison ministry, to a
St. Petersbuig pediatric cancer

All worship services are free
and fee registration fee for fee
convention’s programs are
less than $ 10 per person for fee
entire week.

dren to a fire accident.

How wonderful

The Rev. Walter J.
Williams, Pastor of fee 95year old New Mt. Zion Baptist
Church, is fee Host Pastor for
fee
convention.
Pastor
Williams is renown as a teach
ing preacher and is looking
forward to sharing knowledge
wife fee delegates. New Mt.
Zion is a Tampa institution feat
received notoriety in fee 1950s

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

time of fellowship, food and
fun. Come out and join us in

wife a “Musical Gala” for come out and find out what a
your spiritual enjoyment. Our treat it is.
Our doors are always open
will include GMS, Moore’s
to
all
and we' continue to
Chapel Freedom Singers,
Queen Street C.O.G.I.C. Choir

extend an invitation to every
one to join us in our weekly

and soloist Maigie Archer on
hand to bring praises in song. If services. Monday, Bible Study
you enjoy a variety of good 6:00 p.m. and Wednesday,
singing, come out and join us. Vmtage/Bible Study at 11:00
We pray fee Power of God and

a.m. wife Prayer Meeting at

His anointing be in this place!!

7:30 p.m.

♦■“CALENDAR**
July
Come out and join fee Mt. Name of Jesus
*18
&
19
Inspirational
Choir'
Zion church family in worship
We encourage fee entire

this festive celebration!

Join us as we lift high fee

service this 3rd Sunday. Start-. family to come and join us for Anniversary;
ing wife our 7:30 a:m. service, “Vacation Bible School” •Sat, 4;00 - Hat/Luncheon;
wife fee Male Chorus render Monday thru Friday, July 20- •Sun. 4:00 • Musical Gala
Vacation Bible
ing song service followed by 24th from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. •20 - 24
School-6:30-8:30
pjn.; •
Sunday Schodl and our 11:00 nightly. Let us come together
ajn. service wife music pro and leam of God’s word.
vided by fee Sounds of Zion. You’re never too old or too

•26 th

Pastor Robinson will bring fee young to leam something new
message at both services. We or be enlightened about fee

p.m. .

O.L. Nicks Mission
ary Society Cake Sale 4:00

encourage everyone to join us
as we leam and share the word

SUNDAY

376218th Avenue South, St. Pete

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Faith Memorial Missionary

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY

.
.

b4P7?

FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays. 7:30 p.m.

OF SERVICE

Surs. Softy Motoi.-,!;
M*. Sunday Sefioc a

Friday nights at midnight.

Clora

Communion Service
Sun. 8.TV ’’

RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

lues

SursJnvi

MeeHng ft Bt>)« Study

WAM
?:3O AM
11:00 AM
MB PM
4 45 FM
t<MX> am a ZOO m;

If you wouia like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone ls Welcome

“The church That's Moving’Forward Together”

REV, FRED V MAXWEU, PASTOR

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.” ’

First Mt. PjlgRim EvANGelist

TRAVELERS

MlSSlONARY
aptist
hurch
2183 - 22nd Avenue South

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869

321-3545

Residence: 894-5094

B

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg,- FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

REST

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn
3rd century

sponsor a cakeless cake sale,

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

CHURCH SERVICES

Heaven; Plan to join us for a

“O.L. Nicks Womens
Missionary Society” will

the

327-0997

Baptist Cliurcli

John A. Evans,. Sr.

variety of hats by Ms. Sharon

Bible.
On July 26fe at 4:00 p.jn.,

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

should prove to be a very
enjoyable event wife a wide

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.

St. Petersburg, FL 3371 2

(813)906-8300

delicious lunch will- be served
for your enjoyment. This

of God.
On Sunday, July 19th at
4:00 pjn., The “Inspirational
Choir” will culminate feeir
12th Anniversary celebration

Christ Gospel Church

Islamic Services

3300 - 31st Street South

are the

works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, man
kind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
these are all revelations
of that Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thanking God
for all that He has given
you?

Masjid Al-Muminin

Missionary Baptist

a

anly of hats presented by
ladies and gents. In addition, a

ditioning plan.
The Tampa/St. Petersburg

The Merciful Redeemer

Friendship

wife

tecture supported fee air con

The Merciful BenefaCtor,

assist Pastors wife a variety of children many life skills feat

Anniversary

“Hat/Luncheon” featuring an

vention raises fiinds and dis. tributes them to a variety of

program, and to a Tampa
grandmother who lost her
home and several grandchil

fee “Inspirational Choir”
will be celebrating feeir 12th

windows” because such archi

With Allah's Name,

vants who are chosen espe “Save Our Children program.
cially for their wisdom and The program invests two
high moral character. In fee hours on a Saturday morning
Baptist Church, Deacons during fee school year to teach

•

Convention’s banquet speaker.

C

Sunday Worship
Sunday School.............10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ...................
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting........................................;

3037 Fairfield Avenue

Mid-Morning Worship Service.........11 ;00 a.m.

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship............ ............ 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School........................ ......... 9:30 a.m.

Sunday-School.........................

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship....................

11:00a.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Trinity Presbyterian ChurCh

Adventist Church

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

9:00 AM................... ..............................................................................Prayer Time

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, EL 33712

10th
Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

"WEARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM Seventh-Day

Sunday School......................
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............. 11:00 a.ni.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study.......................................... 7.-15 p m
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

(813) 327-8560

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am

9:30 AM...................... ...................... ............... ............................. Sunday Sckpol

Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

12:30 PM........................................................................ After Service Fellowshipi
■ Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bihle Study

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

11:00 AM...................................................................................................... Worship

Sunset

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

WEDNESDAY

Christian community for everyone

KINGDOM BUILDERS'CHRIS I IAN FELLOWSh
W "Place. fan Salvation, Sanctifacatioa, and Seivice!"

Sunday Worship Service 1:30pm - 3:00pm
L Thursday Bible Study
7:00pm - 9:00pm
We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.
2601 54th Ave. S.; St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.

Hew 'Philadelphia Community Church

Pastor-Counselor

Tbe Reverend Don A. Gasldn, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P, O. Box 15935 • St Petersburg, FL 33733

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Wisdom'School 9:50 AM "Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

^acon Mtafafay,......................«......................

1

pete*

*13

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor
1

813-822-8245

kter

jt

Nondenominational, multiracial, casually-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in

......................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt

Fmance MfafaUy..,........................................................................ .......... James Robinson
? Y°Pdl Mfefefcy • • ................................................... ................... ..
Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry
............................................................................. .................Wyvonnia McGee

"A Chnrch Wlth Passion For God and Compassion For People"

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
a* CoYena.nt Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Minister Robert Clemons
Sunday Morning Bible Class................9:00 a.m.’
Sunday Morning Worship............. . .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......... . . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ............. . . .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

..7:00 pm
..6:30 pin

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P M

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of-Contemoorarv
.

*

Proble. rs
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Church School...................................
Morning Worship ..............................................

,9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

Baptist Training Union.........................................5 p.m.
Evening Worship .............................................

.6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday................................................................................. 7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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Traveler's Rest
Missionary Baptist

Moore’s Cha pel African
Methodist Episcopal

New Philadelphia

Pastor
D.
Franklin bers Ministiy, Eveiy Sunday
Browne and members gra at 9:30 a.m.
ciously invite you to our spiritSenior Citizen’s Fellow
filled services held each Sun ship, every 4th Thuisday at
day beginning with Sunday 6:30 pjn.
School at 9:30 a.m., followed
•Young Adult Ushers

Youth Sunday will be Wednesday at 6:15 Plans are.
observed at Post-Pentecost being finalized for ordaining
mid-moming service. Chil Minister Edward Nesbitt in

by morning worship at 11:00 Rehearsal, every 3rd Saturday
ajn.
at 5:00 p.m.
Our Mid-Week service is
•Business Meetings are
held on Wednesday evenings held quarterly at 7:00 pjn.

sacred focus for this after Pen ed to these sessions.
The church family was
tecost celebration of God’s
holiness. Members, families blessed through musical pres

beginning at 7:00 p.m. with
•Young Adult Choir
Praise and Worship Service Rehearsal, every 4th Wednes
followed by Bible Study ses day before the fifth Sunday at
sion. This session is designed 5:30 pjn.
for a deeper, in-depth study of'
If you are seeking a church
God’s Word. Come and join in home, we extend Traveler’s

Maurice Evans as teacher,

•Mid-Day Bible Study, every

Transportation is available
for all services by calling the

this vital class offering. Parents

and leaving a message.

Because of the tremen
and 4th Satuiday at 10:00 dous success of the Cottage
ajn.
Prayers held during the cele
•Evangelism Ministiy, 1st bration of our church’s 54th
and 3rd Saturday at 10:00 a.m. Anniversary, Pastor Browne
•Missionaiy Society and along with the Evangelistic
Circles, 3rd Thursday at 7:00 Ministiy offers again Cottage
pjn.
Prayers on a monthly basis.
•Board of Christian Edu Anyone interested in taking
cation, 2nd Saturday at 11:00 part in this ministiy please
ajn.
notify Sis. Betty Andrews or
•Pulpit Aide Ministry, 2nd Pastor Browne for more, infor
Thuisday at 7:00 p.m.
mation.
•Young Adult Ministry,
Cottage Prayeis will begin
3rd Saturday at 5:00 p.m.
at Rev. Brown’s home on
•Deacons and Deaconess Thursday, July 24, 1998 at
Ministry, 1st Saturday at 10:00 7:30 p.m. All membeis are
a.m.
encouraged to attend.
•New/Reclaimed ‘Mem-

Prayer Tower
Christian Academy
Monday - July 20, Enoch

Prayer Tower Christian
Academy will be registering

Davis Center; Tuesday and

students for the school’s open
ing in August 1998. Registra

Thuisday, July 21 and 22 at

ing community sites from

Childs Park Recreation Cen
ter.
For more information, call

4:00-5:30 pjn. each day.

321-0670.

tion will be held at the follow

St. Petersburg. FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School........................................ -10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship.......................... .......... 11:30 a.m.
YPWW............... .... ................. ..... ............. 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship.............................. ..........7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

•Noon Day Prayer Service

Tuesday, July 2,1st, 7:00 pjn.

Jones-Watkins and grandson
of Lawrence Jones. Ms. Dal
ton sang a medley of gospel
favorites as she played the

The Stewardess Board and the
Youth Usher Board will serve.
For transportation to church

piano. Stephen reminded wor

please contact Willie F. Biyant

shippers of “How Great Thou
Art” while James Bolden

894-6067 Saturdays before

of

Gloria

are requested to accompany
children to Sunday morning
Wisdom School.

played. Their music offering

Ordination preparation
classes continue to be held

with divine unction!

10:00 pjn.
The Stewardess Board and
the Y.WA. will sponsor
Breakfast immediately fol
lowing the 8:00 a.m. service.

did much in contributing to a
woiship service overflowing

Church School will begin
at 9:30 am. with Superinten
dent Mose Phillip Bell in

Stewart-Isom
Memorial

chaige, assisted by Superin
tendent Jamie Wilburn. The
lesson will be taken from
Proverbs

3:27-30,

31-35,

•Prayer

Meeting/Bible

•Trustee Board Meeting
Tuesday, July 14,7:00 pjn.
•African Freedom Singeis
Rehearsal Thursdays;
•Moore’s Chapels 74th
Anniversary Phase II will be
celebrated August 23rd;
•Inspirational

Choir

Rehearsal Thuisday July 9th,
7:00 p.m.;
•Sisteis to Sisters Prayer
Ministry will be held Satur
day July 18th, 8:00 A.M. until
9:00 A.M. Dr. Delceda Walk
er, Director Sister Delores
Ross and Jamie Wilburn
Instructors.
Moore’s Chapels Y.P.D.
Yard Sale will be held Satur
day August 8th, contact San

August 2 is
“ Friends Day”

a time of fellowship and spe

Proveibs 14:21; the lesson

cial events rather than tradi

entitled “A Good Neighbor

dra Williams and Delores

Sunday, August 2nd is
“Friends Day” at Stewart-

tional Bible studies. All mem
bers are encouraged to bring

Policy”.

Baker.

Isom Memorial CME Church,

their fiiends and meet other

located at 1820 Walton Street

fiiends as we demonstrate the

South.
This special day is set aside
for the church to recognize its

love that we read about. Acon-

All Nations Church
Of God By Faith

tinental breakfast will be
served. Then at 11:00 a.m.,

Praise the Lord! The new
Sunday choir of All Nations
Church of God by Faith

Pastor Cal Hopkins will bring

members’ many friends. The
public is cordially invited to

the Word of God.

celebrate this day with us.
Beginning at 9:30 a.m., the

For more infonnation con
tact the Stewart-Isom Memor

Sunday School hour will offer

ial Church office at 327-0593.

join us in hearing our two to
ten year olds lift their voices to
God in a mighty way.

invites you to come worship

Pastors Johnnie Lee and

with us on our anniversary,

James Williams Directors Sis

Saturday, July 25,1998 at 7:30

ter G. Butts and Sister T. Wain

p.m.

wright. Located at 3000 4th

We will have various choir
and solo performances. Please

buig.

Avenue South in St. Peteis

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a m........... ?... .Morning Service
9:45 a.m...........................Sunday SchOOl
11:00 a.m. .....
. .WOrship Service
5:00 p.m. ..'................................... b.t.u.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

BmML.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
MomingService: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

<4?
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L
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. .

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

CENTER

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30- 10:30 .
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Ps. 127:1.

o
w
S

H
I
P

Pastor Leonard Wilson

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE
Phone: 536-1890

Weekly Calendar
•Friday - Noon Day Bible
Study;
•Saturday - Brotherhood
meeting-9:30 a.m. and 55
plus meeting at 2:00
•VBS - Monday, July 13

through July 17th;
held at 9:30 ajn. with Dea.
•Monday, July 20th, Prayer
Percy Miller in chaige. The
Meeting, Teachers Meet
topic will be “Be a good
ing and Bible Study begin
neighbor.” Proverbs 3:27,
ning at 7:00 p.m; Youth
Withhold not good from them
Enrichment Hour at 7:30
to whom it is due, when it is in
pjn. (Training and Bible
the power of thine hand to do
Study)
it” Let us be doers of the word
•Tuesday, 6:30, Youth Choir
and not hearers only!
Rehearsal.
Special Event
We will celebrate our
There will be a memorial
church’s 70th Anniversary on
service held in remembrance
Sunday, July 26th at 3:00 p.m.
of our deceased loved ones

Vacation Bible
School At Elim
Our neighbors, friends and Thursday of both weeks. A
family members are invited to spectacular closing program
share in Elim’s Vacation Bible will be held on August 1,
1998.
Our targeted participants
During the weeks of July
20 and 27th, children and range form-2 years of age
adults will gather at Elim Sev through adulthood. Children
enth Day Adventist Church at and adults will enjoy singing,

School ‘98 experience.

8016th Avenue South to leam instructions, crafts and snacks
more about Jesus. Singing, each evening irom 6.30-8-.30
studies, crafts and sharing will pjn. Please join us for this
take place Monday through endeavor. God bless!
Dr. L W. Edwards, Pastor.

Sunday

School

8:00

................................................................................ 9:30

Mid-Morning Worship

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC Diocese of St. Petersburg

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................... ........................

...................................................... ..11:00

a.m
a.m.

a.m.

Sunday Services Are At:
10:00 a.m. Gospel Choir

Baptist Training Union.................................................................. 5:00 p.m.
Bible

Study/Prayer Service ...................... Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Order of Service from the
African-American Catholic Hymnal

Rev Earnest Jones, Pastor

Father Callist Nyambo

Stewart-Isom MemoriaL Christian Methodist
EpiscopaL Church

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
aunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

a.m.

Sunday School ......,. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m.

Bible Study:

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Sunday SChool

Phone
(813) 328-9412

gram.

St. Joseph Church

house they labor in
vain that build it.

God. The Church School is

will be in chaige of the pro

Early Morning Worship...................................................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................9:30-a.m.
a je Morning Worship............................................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................................4:30 p.m.
Communion.............. ................................ ..7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................................. ................... ...................... 730 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
Except God build the

and Ushers will seive in both
services. Pastor Evans will
preach the divine Word of

Tampa and his congregation

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

I

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

devotional prayer and praise
service. The Fellowship Choir

pjn. Pastor T.D. Leonard of
Mt. Tabor M.B. Church in

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) .....................*................ 6:00 p.m.

First. Mt. Zlon

at 10:45 ajn.
The Deacons will lead in

including Pastor Jerry D.
Mangum on July 19 at 4:00

PUgAohA, Cjwwe MiAAAowGSuf, Ha/pAiAt Gbusiclt

Bealsville Church Of God

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased Wlth Hls Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Rehearsals and Events

African Freedom Singers
directed and accompanied by
musician Michael Melvin.

sister

Williams,
and
Stephen
Watkins, son of Kimberly

Pastor Evans and mem

Church School, please contact beis welcome you to come
Femander Ross 864-3428 Sat worship with us this upcom
uiday evenings before 10:00 ing week. The Sunday wor
ship day begins at 8:00 a.m.
p.m.
and the second service begins
Serviee/Meetings/

Study Wednesdays 7:00 p.m.
•Steward Board Meeting

Dalton,

Wisdom School for chil
dren and youth welcomes

to

be delivered by Rev. Walker.
Music will be provided by the

church and support our chil
dren and youth.

ing Sunday morning planning,
and preparation process for

During the 8:00 ajn. ser
vice, the sermon will be deliv

transportation

Wednesdays 12:00 Noon

ence of out-of-town guests on
last Sunday morning. Nellie

attraction and the Word of
God is preached!

8:00 and 11:00 a.m. services.

For

ered by Sis. Geraldine Gray.
At 11:00 a.m., the sermon will

and fiiends are uiged to make
a sacrificial effort to attend

Loid.
Other Activities Include:

day and Thuisday at 7:00
p.m.
•CYYA Choir Rehearsal, 3rd

services this 3rd Sunday in
July, the 19th during both the

worship and praise activities. follows ordination class.
The joy of the Lord will be Members and friends are invit

planner, and preparer. The Pas
tor will assist him in coordinat

church at 822-4869 no later
than 12:00 noon on Satuiday

and Moore’s Chapel church
family welcome you to their

dren will lead church family in August Weekly Bible Study

with us as we allow the spirit Rest to you. We are the church
to teach us what thus said the where Christ is the center of

Thuisday at 11:00 a.m.
•Mass Choir Rehearsal, Tues

Rev. M. Mason Walker

............ 8:45 a.m.

Worship Service .................. 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study..........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

“To God Be The Glory”

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
1455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY j. LYONS, PASTOR
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CHURCH NEWS
Mt. Zion
Bethel Community Youth Gospel Workshop A Success
Primitive Baptist
Come and join Elder War- P.M. You must oe age 2-adult

ren and Mt. Zion Primitive in order to appreciate this
Baptist Church family located island. The theme on the
at 3700 22nd Avenue South, island: “Living in the
St. Petersburg on a trip to a Warmth of God’s Love,” I
tropical island. SON light

Corinthians 13.

Island is the tropical island

ST. PETERSBURG Before a packed house, 150
children and teenagers, rang
ing in age from 5 to 18, sang
and danced to the glory of God
in a youth gospel workshop

At the conclusion of Fri
our Vacation Bible School has day nights session the church
found for us to explore to dis will hold a Luau in its parking

held recently at Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church, 1045-

cover the greatest treasure of lot.
all...God’s Love. This get
For more information con
away excursions begin on July tact the church at 321-0020.
20-24, from 6:30 P.M.-8:00

“Let’s Raise the Roof for

Bethel A.M.E.
Church

Pastor Dawkins and the
Bethel Church family wish to
extend an invitation to all to
join them Sunday for their
Church School which begins
at 9:00 a.m. followed by the
10:30 mommg worship ser

tor an evening of Woiship in

song. We have choirs from

16th Street S. The theme #as
Jesus,” and this was the'Fourth
. Annual Workshop and Con
cert The three-day workshop
that concluded with a Sunday
5 p.m. concert, was sponsored
by the Bethel Community
Baptist Church Youth Choir
under the direction of its direc
tress Belinda J. Sykes, Bethel’s
first lady. Bethel’s pastor is
Rev. Manual L Sykes.

around the city. We are plan

There were so many

ning to have a wonderful time

young people participating that

Praising God through Sohg.

they spilled out of the choir

Weekly Activities

stand onto the pulpit area,
where those ages six to twelve

vice.

Monday - Boy Scouts 6:30;
Tuesday - Bible Study 7:00;

Pastor Dawkins will deliv
er the spoken word.

Wednesday - Noon Day Bible
Study/Choir Practice 7:00;

ed voices, filled with the Holy

Join the Steward Board
Saturday, July 18 at 5:00 p.m.

Thursday - Youth Church
6:00.

They were accompanied by a

Galilee M.B.
Church

stood. They sang with up lift
Spirit and the eneigy of youth.
musical ensemble featuring a
lead guitarist, drummer and
pianist led by Hubert
McQoud.
The gospel

workshop

Riley and Bro. Algene Miller

l woiship service at 8:00 a.m.
nd 10:55 am. services this
iunday, July 19, 1998. The

you there. Don’t miss the
beautiful tables and the array

'outh Choir under the direcion of Sis. Barbara Davis and

Dual Day for the church is
August 16, 1998. If you can

Bible Study (Monday)

he Youth Usher Board will be

sing, please join our choir dur

Prayer & New Comers Glass

in chaige of both services.

ing this celebration. The first

(Wednesday)

Daily Prayer (M-F)

1998 from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00

rehearsal will be July 20,1998
at 7:30 p.m. Additional
rehearsals will be July 27, and

p.fn. The chairmen, Sis. Mary

August 10th.

You are cordially invited

;o a rainbow tea on July 26,

of food that will be served.

All NatiOns Church Of GOd By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL ?
327-5926 ♦ 327-2656
Sunday School..........\ ............... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................. .11 a.m.
Night Worship_____________ ............ ..s.,. .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class .............. ..................
.8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting........................ . ...8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............... ................................ 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School
.11 a.m.

with parents and youth work

laude graduate of Bethune - level. This time, he told me to
Cookman with a B.S. in ele include dance. He said: “As
mentary education. He was an David danced before my pres
assistant student accompanist ence, so do I want my precious

prepare refreshments, mentor,
decorate and run errands.
Those in charge of various

to the Concert Chorale at lambs to dance.”The dance choreographer
Bethune. Bames has directed
choirs at Bethany Baptist was Faith Settles who taught
Church of Newark^ NJ. and some 25 young people to per
recorded with the New Jersey form to the music, “Dance
Like David Danced,” to
Mass Choir.
Sylvia Byrd is a native of accompany the choir. One of

was in charge of the sound sys
tem for the four days, and Paul
Williams, also assisted.

songwriting and musical enter Murdock read the scripture
and Kevin Drayton and Nya
prise called, “Songbyrd.”
Belinda Sykes, Youth Brown gave the welcome and
Choir directress, oiganized the occasion. Candance Hardnett,
youth gospel workshop four a visitor from out of town, sang
years ago. She says: “It is my a solo.
The youth workshop rar
earnest desire to see young
people’s lives changed, turned from Thuisday, July 9, to Sun

Antioch Church
Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

...................................................Tuesday 7:30 PM
Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

6:30 p.m.

77m» C/»cs/icfr Where Christis The HEAD
St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck
1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool . . .................................................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worskip.......................................................................................................... 11:00a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...................................................
5:00p.m.
Evening Worskip............................................................................................................ 6:00p.m.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

•

10:30 AM....................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ............... SUNDAY
9:00 AM...................................CHURCH SCHOOL.......................... SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................ FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM........................................ BIBLE STUDY............................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM................................... PRAYER SERVICES ........................ TUESDAY
7:30 PM........................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............... THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, JL

Morning Worship..... ........................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................... ........................... . 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................................................. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School...................................‘................... ..

#
.9:30 am

Morning Worship............ .................11:00 am
Youth Bible-Study....................... ................. ..
.Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ...... .Wed. .7:00 pm

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday;
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Evening Worship...................6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union.......... 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

First Baptist Inshtutional Church

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

3144 Third Avenue South

& Teachers Meeting

St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

We welcome you at all times.

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Sunday Worship

Sunday

............................................. .... .10:30 a.m.

Sifnday School ............................................... ................9:oo a.m.

Rev. Wayne: G. Thompson, Pastor

Prayet Service/Bible Study .............. .... .Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ..........................Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

SCHOOL - 9;30 A.M.

Tutoring ................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

MORNING WORSHIP — 11:OO A.M.

n

-t-k
h* I
Dawkins, M. DfcJ-asto,

Phone: 898-3838

Come

worship

With

THE FlRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Jit.

Welcome... This church opens wide the door Our

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

eftwjfrMM/iw

919 - 20th Street

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Chufch Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9-30 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p m
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

S'.,

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Sunday School:
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.

‘C0M^

Transportation Is Available

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Ot God In Christ

WcckIu Services

Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Macedonla Freewill Baptist Church

Morning Worship . . . . . . ..... .10:45 a.m.

us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Church School..... ..,,9:30 a.m„ Wednesday Youth
Morning Worship....ll :OO a.m.
Rehearsal..........,.,.,.5:30 p.m.
—.............5:00 p.m.
. Thursday Prayer & Church
Evening Worship,™ 6:00 p.m.*
School Study...... ..,,.7:30 p.m,
Tuesday Evening ’•’7."
1st A 2nd Saturdays SR.
Sible Class.............. 7:30 jJ.m.
Choir Rehearsal....11 ;00 a.m.

a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

. .9:30 a.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with

Rev, F.G. Jackson, Pastor .
(813)822-2455 *

(Howard Johnson's)

7:00 p.m.

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

419 - 5th Street S,, St. Petersburg, FL 33701

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday School........................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship................................. ....11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study

11:15 a.m.

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

2361 Seventh Avenue South
st. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

GeneraPBible Study

Sims. Donnell Walker, who

the True Vine Churdi of God L, Sykes; Aisha Grant gave the
by Faith and has her own prayer; Lisa Vinson, and Darla

9:30 a.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Sunday School ......................................... ...

Rhonda Rembert, Diane
Haynes, Flonell Myles, Gayle

Christ in Tallahassee. She is at the Sunday concert were
presently Minister of Music at worship leader, Pastor Manuel

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

11

committees included: Shirley
Thornton, Yvohne Grant,

World Youth Ministries, lnc., under Settle’s direction, also
and asst, musician for Watson performed.
Other program participants
Temple Church of God In

Church: 327-8072

Morning Worship

ers pitching in to chaperone,

for the Ministering Voices, the School The Black History
music coordinator for the Pageant dance troupe, which is

1948 49th St. S.• St Pete, FL 33707

Sunday School

day’s perfoimance on July 12,

Jacksonville, and a graduate of the outstanding solo dancers
FloridaState University with a was Rikki McKinney of Pinel
B.S. degree in social work. She las County Center for the Per
was the songwriter/organizer forming Arts at Gibbs High

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship lnc.

Join pastor Earnest Jones
nd the Galilee Church family

are looking forward to seeing

facilitators and pianists were around and living with Jesus as
Jamal S. Bames and Sylvia L the “Center of their Joy”. This
Byrd. Bames is a summa cum , year God took us to another

BibleStudy Mon. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

. Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ’Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city ”)

J
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Bethel Community Youth

Cxospel Workshop*
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Eva Miller Earns Outstanding
Customer Service Recognition
ST. PETERSBURG-Cus- how she tries to hurriedly get
tomeis at Winn Dixie stores her customers through long,
throughout Central Florida busy lines while keeping a
have selected 108 associates as jovial expression on her fece
and holding a friendly conver
The annual “Favorite sation at the same time.
Cashiers” program allows cus “Sometimes its not easy she
tomers to vote for the cashiers recalls, but together the cus
who provide outstanding ser tomers and I get through it. She.
their favorite cashiers.

vice and courteously on an gives respect and gets it in
return from those who may try
ongoing basis.
At one of the local Winn to tax her patience and before
Dixie Stores located at Webb’s you know it, they’re coming
Plaza, Eva Miller (Miss Eva) back to see me again, if just to
was selected in June from say hi Miss Eva”.
“Eva is a great representa
among about twenty of her
co-workeis as the store’s tive for Winn Dixie Stores”
says her manager, Geneva
“Most Favorite” Cashiei”.
This is really impressive Pellington. “She is very
and says quite a bit about this deserving of the recognition
young woman who has only because she has a sincere inter
been employed with Winn est in people which is reflected
Dixie Stores for a very short in eveiything that she does,
period of time and who has whether it’s making a new
only been working as a part- employee feel welcome,
assisting customers, or just
time associate.
. Her outstanding customer answering questions. She
service is recognized and always goes above and
appreciated by all those who beyond to assist others.”
Giving customers the best
come in contact with her. You

U.S. Air Force in Germany
and has 6 children and 7

Pellington, Kirby Simmons HI
and Qarence. Jackson DI.

can tell it comes naturally as quality service is one of Winn
she puts her best foot forward Dixie’s priorities and the Winn
and sets a good example for Dixie “Favorite Cashier Award

grandchildren. She is a mem
ber of New Shiloh Primitive

The management &nd cus
tomers of Webb’s Plaza Winn

other employees as she reach helps to encourage employees
es out to help the elderly, small to focus on continually per
children and those who just forming well on a consistent

Pictured with the stores

want to give her a hassle from basis.
Eva is married to Charles
time to time. Her attitude is a
winning one when you notice C. Miller who is serving the

Baptist Church.

Dixie Congratulates all of the
winners at other stores and.

“Most Favorite Cashier” are
some of her favorite co-work-

especially to you, Eva Miller.

ers who also play a wonderful

Award Certificate, a W.D.

and integral part in their team

Courtesy Award, pin and a
$25.00 Gift Certificate.

Winners

received

an

Lawyers For The Arts Needs
Voulenteers
—
—
offer our services to all arts

cultural organizations and indi
vidual artists will be able to
receive pro bono (no cost)
legal advice and assistance
through the newly established

groups and individuals artists
with a program like Volunteer
Lawyers for the Arts.”
“With this core group of
attorneys with expertise in

• Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts

nearly every discipline of law,

resulted in some

$90,000

Council. Its mission is to

(VLA) program at the Pinellas
County Arts Council. Working
under the Council’s Business
Volunteers for the Arts pro
gram, lhe volunteer attorneys
will give their legal expertise in

Business Volunteers for the
Arts (BVA) is able to expand
its technical assistance abili
ties,” says Bruce Kotchey
BVA director. “As we move
forward, we also hope to for
malize a Volunteer CPAs for

worth of volunteer assistance
and an equal number of busi
ness plans which are making
arts organizations more effec
tive and efficient in their busi
ness operations.

encourage and support the
development of cultural arts
and humanities in the county.
The Council sponsors in
school education programs;

areas such as incorporation,
taxes, copyrights, contracts,

the Arts group.”

patents and trademarks.

MFUME Challenges Delegates
To Be Responsible Consumers
ATLANTA-Telling mem
bers to “Boycott those who
boycott you,” NAACP Presi
dent & CEO Kweisi Mfume
today challenged African
American consumers to be
disciplined in exercising thenbuying power. Mfume’s
remarks were made last week
at the plenary session of the
89th Annual Convention in
Atlanta.
Action and advocacy were

points instead of becoming pain fiom cancer or AIDS.”
lier this summer and was
distracted. “We must never get
Mfume’s sharpest chal moved by the'suffering he wit
hung up on reading our head lenge to the delegates came on nessed. “I commend President
lines when there is so much the issue of African American
Clinton on his recent trip to
work to be done.”
youth. He praised ACT-SO, Africa...we saw many things
Regarding
economic the NAACP’s program dedi that moved us greatly, but so
empowerment, a primary mis cation to the educational much needs to be done.”
sion of the organization, enrichment of youth, for chal Mfiime encouraged delegates
Mfume noted the NAACP’s lenging and uplifting young
recent report on the hotel people to strive for their per
indushy. “We scored the hotel sonal best. However, he also
industry to send a real message acknowledged that “too many
to coiporate America. From of our young people are going

the key words in Mfume’s this day forward we are pre to jail. We must strive to giye
speech to the more than 6,000 pared to stand up and say ‘we them a sense of purpose and
delegates, observers and visi expect opportunity or you can belonging.”
tors to the convention. He expect no more dollars fiom
Mfiime stressed that the
noted that the NAACP must the'African American commu only way to bring young peo
“look at what we do best and nity.” As Adam Qayton Pow ple back into the fold and give
see where we can move for ell used to say, ‘Don’t spend them a sense of responsibility
where you can’t work or get is to coipmit to a return of val
ward.”
promotions.
“We are not a perfect oiga
ues, decency and respect in
Last year, Mfiime declared communities across the coun
nization, this is not a perfect
country, but God still calls us to that the NAACP was back and try.' “Moses didn’t bring down
a perfect mission,” said' ready for actin This year, his the Ten Suggestions from the
Mfume. “If we are not pre speech was infused with proof mountain...we must be pre
pared to make the commit pointe of action over the last 12 pared to clean up our act.”
ment, no one else will do it tor months and challenges for the
In addition to social and
year ahead.
economic challenges in the
us.”
A major challenge issued United States, Mfume encour
Included in the organiza
tion's mission are six crucial by Mfume was on the subject aged members to pay attention
points: civil rights, educational of health care. He encouraged to events in Africa. “We have a
excellence, economic empow NAACP members to , partic responsibility to promote
erment, voter education, regis ipate in meaningful, “sheet- social and economic develop
tration and turnout, and youth level” advocacy efforts to ment in Africa, for our broth
Mfume improve health care access. ers and sisters there.” Mfiime
encouraged members to keep “You can’t fight for civil rights was a member of the Presi
their eyes focused on these six when your body is racked with dent’s delegation to Africa ear
health outreach.

to attend meetings where it
concerns issues facing the con
tinent first and in order to help

advice and counseling in areas and concerns are asked to call
such as marketing, strategic the Arts Council and speak to
planning, finance, personnel, one of its program coordina

CLEARWATER-Pinellas

The Pinellas County Arts
Council started the concept of

“Many lawyers for years
have donated their services to

Business Volunteers for the

cultural oiganizations and

Arts three years ago to build a

artists on a one-on-one basis,”

series of working business/arts

says Attorney Beth Daniels, a partnerships. These partner
member of the VLA Steering ships match business and
Committee and the Arts Coun indushy executives with cul
cil’s Board of Directors. “This tural oiganizations who need
is the first coordinated effort to

specific short-term business

computer technology and pub tors.
BVA is only one program
lic relations. To date, approxi
mately 60 partnerships have of the Pinellas County Arts

Volunteers are being
sought for Attorneys, business
executives, accountants and
educators interested in volun

technical assistance and semi
nars for artists and oiganiza
tions; grants for teachers, oiga
nizations and artists; public art

assistance and counseling;
teering time and assistance to Friends of the Arts awards; a
cultural oiganizations, artists, Very Special Arts program;
and arts education programs cultural and artist directories;
are asked to contact the Pinel and many other quality-of-life
las County Arts Council, 464- enhancement programs.
3326." Arts organizations and
individual artists with busi
ness, legal or other questions

Gibbs Class Of '68 Plans For 30th Reunion
PETERSBURG - event is planned for Wednes
’’Honoring our past...Celebrat- day, July 22-Sunday, July 26,
ST.

The culminating activities (Piccadilly Restaurant).
for this exciting five day
Gibbs High School Qass
ing our Present...and envision commencing with a grand reunion will be file Saturday of ‘68 extends an open invita
ing our Future”, is the theme reception (Radisson, St Pete evening Gala Reunion Ban tion to all class members and
for the Gibbs High Qass of Beach), family picnic (Fort quet (Tradewinds Resort-St. friends to join with us for this
Oldies/Goodies Pete Beach) and closing with grand reunion celebration.
1968’s Thirtieth Year Reunion Desota),
Celebration. This enchanting (Knights of Columbus Hall) ecumenical services (FriendFor more information call
866-9009.

America shape a more
humane foreign policy.

American Heart
Association.
Fighting Hes/t Disease
and Stroke

Research gave
him a future

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
,the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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ENTERTAINMENT
Showtime Presents "LINC’s" Life time TV Brings " Anyday Now " To TV
' Georg

Stanford

Brown

(‘Tyson”), with special guest
stars Tisha Campbell (“Mar
tin”) and Adewale AkinnuoyeAgbaje (“OZ”) in recurring
roles, LINC’s aims to deliver a
comedy series that breaks tele
vision stereotypes, with realis
tic and relentlessly honest view
of the world. LINC’S, a half
hour series, premieres with a
special one-hour episode.
' Co-starring Joe Inscoe
(“I’ll Hy Away”), Golden
Brooks (Nickelodeon's “The
Adventures of Pete and Pete”)
and" Daphne Maxwell-Reid
(“The Fresh Prince of Bel
Air”), the series is created and

From left to right: Joe Inscone, George Stanford
Brown, Golden Brooks, Steven Williams, Tisha
Campbell, Pam Grier, and Adewale
Akinnuoye- Agbaje

executive produced by Tim
Reid (“Frank’s Place”) and.
Susan Fales-Hill (“A Different
World”).
LINC’s is the first series to

NEW YORK-On Satur edgy ensemble comedy that
day, August 1 at 10:00 p.m. deals candidly with adult
SHOWTIME premieres a new issues-sex, politics and race13 episode series titled from an African-American per
LINC’S. LINC’s set in a popu spective. Starring Pam Grier

lennium Studios in St. Peters
buig, Virginia. Debbie Allen

lar bar and grill of the same (“Jackie Brown”), Steven
name in Washington, D.C. is an Williams (“The X-Files”) and

episode.

Walter Hawkins
Releases 5th
Recording---------

shoot at Tim Reid’s New Mil

(“Fame ” “ADifferent World”)
directs the series’ premiere

lout Of 2
teens in
America
has taken
drugs.

I out of2
parents j
doesn’t
seeit.

Ihe more things change,
they more they stay the same.
This is the lesson that child
hood fiiends, Mary Elizabeth

' In “Any .Day Now,” the
stoiyline focuses on the women
both as children in the 1960s
and adults today. The young
O’Brian (Annie Potts) and girls’ budding friendship is
Rene Jackson (Lorraine’ Tous revealed in a series of flashback
saint) quickly discover when scenes. Blind to the fact that
they become reacquainted as they are different “colors” and
adults. These two childhood that Mary Elizabeth’s parents
fiiends grew up together in are uncomfortable with their
Birmingham, Ala. in the midst friendship, the two quickly
of the Civil Rights Movement. become inseparable. The inno
When they meet again years cence of their young friendship,.
later as adults, they find that however, is in stark contrast to
many of the same problems the tumultuous events that are
they encountered as youngsters swirling around them.
still exist. While the girls grew
Eventually the two girls
up together in the same town, suffer a rift in their friendship,
the social conditions and expe when at the age of 19 Maiy
riences they faced could not Elizabeth finds out she is preg
have been more different
nant by her childhood sweet

NEW YORK-She is the

with gospel greats such as Shirley and Yvette.”
Grammy Award winners, TraYoung and old traditional
maine
Hawkins,
Edwin and contemporaiy gospel fans
Hawkins, Lynette Hawkins will enjoy Love Alive V The

nation as pastor. Love Alive V understands their place in his
The 25th Reunion embraces ministiy. “Early on I thought
-central theme, giving praise my ministry and my .music'
and thanks to God. Excitement were apart from each other. But
surrounding this self-produced now I see they work hand-in- •
LP is high in gospel music cir hand,” he observes. “I can go a
cles, which is heralded as the

lot of places wife my music feat

most anticipated gospel album

I can’t go as a pastor and vice

this year. This came as a sur
prise to Hawkins. “I am
shocked at all the buzz we’re

versa. The purpose of both is
getting fee message out to peo
ple. I’ve had some material

getting, but I think this will be

blessings and it’s okay to have
them, but to be blessed wife

my biggest album.” For the

occasion Hawkins wrote 6 of peace of mind and joy in your
the 11 original pieces on Disc life, feat’s when you will be
tmlv fulfilled ” ,

WeWeledmeYour letters
To The Editor

Owens, of Newark, New Jer
sey, dubbed herself Queen Lat
ifah during a time when
African pride was in vogue in
fee hip hop world. Adopting
fee Arabic word for “sensitive
and delicate” as her name, she
boldly brought a much-needed

Her critically acclaimed
debut, All Hail The Queen,
boasted fee singles, “Ladies
First” and “Gome Into My
House,” both hitting fee Top
10, when female rap was con

Black Owned &
Operated

21 Years

▼ ▼▼ ▼ ▼▼

Star 16

09’

Featuring
*Rob Simone — voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.
For Aove rtising Call
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager
327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Sericl your letters to:

2500 r 9th Street South '
.< ^/'Petersburg-fl 33707

With background historical
events such as the Cuban Mis
sile crisis, the death of Martin
Luther King, Jr., the Civil
Rights marches and the 16th
Street Church bombing, “Any
Day Now” provides the oppor
tunity for viewers to see these
events through a new perspec
tive-through the eyes of chil
dren and how those events
affected their lives as adults.

(From left to right): Lorraine Toussaint, Annie
Potts, Shari Dyon Perry, Mae Middleton

sidered a risk. Although fee

tion process and her firm com ofThe Year Award by fee Lady
mitment to women. It was just of Soul Awards. She is already
women alike. She is fee closest a preview of what was to come. walking in the footsteps of leg
In 1994, she released Black ends, and she is not even thirty.
thing to royalty that America
Queen Latifah is a national
has seen, and She is a 27-year. Reign, her most successful
old African-American woman album to date, with fee smash treasure. She is a powerful icon
whom fee world calls Queen hit “U.N.I.T.Y.” which deliv for all in her midst. She holds
ered fourth Grammy nomina the world captive with her
Latifah.
The then 20-year old Dana tion and first Grammy award, unending talent, solid character

Stephens, Pastor Yvette Plun 25th Reunion. With great

collection features Hawkins’ temporaiy gospel music’s
Love Center Choir. The con worldwide growth.
cert celebrated the 25th
When looking back at his
anniversary of Hawkins’ ordi musical endeavors, Hawkins

to try and heal the pain their
breakup has caused.

role model for little girls and

der and Shirley Miller.

expectations by the indushy
Recorded at Oakland’s His and fans alike of Love Alive V
toric Paramount Theater on The 25th Reunion, Hawkins
October 24 and 25, 1997, the says he’s glad to be part of con

communication and are willing

fee shots outside of it. She is a

Instead of hying to be like fee

Love Alive V The 25th again with people I’ve always
Reunion, on Gospel Centric enjoyed working with, TraRecords. The long-awaited maine, my sister; Lynette, my
double CD reunites Hawkins brother; Edwin, my cousin,

24 yeais. As the first episode
ends, we leam that the women
have re-opened the lines of

highly anticipated fourth
trend
of
pride
began
to
Wane
in
consummate entertainer. She is <
album, Order In The Court.
Queen Latifah has- been
everywhere and she does rap, Queen Latifah demon eveiything. She has all-around strated that for her, pride was awarded fee Sammy Davis Jr.
skills in front of fee camera and not a passing thing. Her next Entertainer of The Year Award
behind the scenes. She can be album, Nature of A Sista, was by fee Soul Train Awards and
found in fee studio or calling evidence of her rapid matura fee Aretha Franklin Entertainer

guys, she was clearly a woman.
Avery strong, wise woman.

One of gospel music’s most One and gathered his all-time
legendary figures, Bishop Wal favorite past recordings for
ter Hawkins, releases the fifth Disc Two. “This was a reunion
in a series of live recordings, album, he notes. “I got to work

the two do not speak again for

Queen Latifah And " Her Story "

woman’s touch to fee maledominated world of hip hop.

Walter Hawkins

heart and Rene doesn’t offer
the support she had hoped for.
The fight is so monumental that

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700.- 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

for Best Rap Solo Perfor and most o fall her majesty.
mance. The summer of 1998 Queen Latifah is proof that true
marks lhe Queen’s return to royalty inspires all people.
music wife fee release of her

Queeii Latifah
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I Want To Be Just Like Gumbel Examines
Mike Even If He Doesn’t Reinstatement Of Baseball
Greats On Real Sports
Stick Around
NEW YORK-The Emmy
and Cable Ace -Winning mag

years ago, have sought rein
statement for Shoeless Joe.
azine program that explores Exiled from the game along
issues, controversies and per with seven of his White Sox
sonalities in the sports world,

teammates for the infamous
“Black Sox” scandal at the
1919 World Series, Jackson

presents more provocative sto
ries when it returns Tuesday,
July 28, exclusively on HBO.

died in 1951, and has become a
fold hero to many. REAL
SPORTS examines both stories

Charlie Hustle and Shoe
less Joe: Of the 23 people on

and speaks with John Dowd,
who
investigated Rose for
manently banned list, two are
among the greatest players in Commissioner Bart Fiamatti;
Major League Baseball’s per

Hall of Famer Ted Williams,

the game’s storied history;

“Shoeless” Joe Jackson and who petitioned for Jackson,’s
Pete Rose. The sport’s all-time reinstatement; and Rose, the
leader in base hits, “Charlie Cincinnati Reds legend, who
permanently has managed to keep himself i
banned from the game nine public view with some ques
years ago for betting on base tionable antics.
Hustle’L. was

Michael Jordan

ball. Hopeful of gaining induc
SALT LAKE CTTY-The
ball was in Michael Jordan’s
hands, the court glistened in
front of him and the clock
became part of the heart of this
man who’s made a Zen-like
connection with ball, buzzer
and nylon.
As he fixed his eyes on the
rim and his future, a question

■ REAL SPORTS with
tion in to the Hall of Fame, Bryan Gumbel, winner of four
Rose applied for reinstatement. Sports Emmy Awards in three

have trouble believing;

Jordan will be a free agent
tliis summer and has spoken of Now he waits for Acting years, as well as CableACE
retiring. Coach Phil Jackson Commissioner Bud Selig and Award, is airing six editions on
has insisted that he doesn’t the Executive Council ’to a bi-monthly basis in 1998.
expect to be back and Scottie address the issue. Similarly, the “This show has become ‘60
Pippen, Dennis Rodman and supporters of Jackson, a 356 Minutes’ of sports television - it
six others will be fiee agents.
career batter more than 75 is that good,” says The Los
“Unless

something

became embedded in time:

absolutely, unusual comes out'
of left field,” Jackson said, “I

Would he do it again? Of

don’t expect us to be back

course.

here.”

Don King Buys Black Newspaper
In a spirited bidding contest sent, having diligently pursued
in which eery party had at least the purchase of the Call and
$550,000 to invest, boxing pro Post to broaden their growing
moter Don King fulfilled what southern Ohio publishing
he called a “lifelong ambition” enterprise. The Cincinnati Her
by purchasing the

Call and

ald and Njema Magazine are

Ohio’s laigest and oldest their flagship products.
Ricky Crosby, representing
Black newspaper, for $76,000
his
brother . Fred Jr. and their
when he topped the bid by the

Post,

Choice-Perkins femily venture Furniture Company dropped
out at, $660,000. Attorney
by $10,000.
The Call and Post reported Donet Graves, representing
that the gathering in the court King Media, continued the
room of U.S. Bankruptcy escalating price competition
Judge David Snow on June 11 with Choice-Perkins Family
gave testimony to the increas venture until that group decid
ing financial clout of the Black ed that King’s wealth would
community as members of not pemiit then) to win the bid.
“We could have gone much
three Black families and repre
sentatives of King gathered to higher,” said a Perkins femily
contend for the CaU and Post.
Sesh Communications, a
multi-media publishing firm
based in Cincinnati, OH

Don King

spokesperson, “but all we be rivals, owners of Black pub ing the Black community to the
would have done is make the lications who are not Black and forefront as well as to woik
price higher. King had the members of the press who have toward unity within the Black

capacity and the desire to win made a career of bashing
dropped out when the bids the bid at any price, so we Black people,” the Calland
reached $655,000. Attorney stopped at that point.”
Past wrote.
Eric Kearney, his wife, Jan
“King’s purchase of the
In a statement released to
Michele Lemon Kearney, their Cleveland, OH newspaper, has the national media June 11, *
infant daughter and partner, engendered much speculation, King viewed the newspaper as
Wilton E. Blake II were all pre some very impolite, by would- a means to bring the issues fac-

community.
“My goal is purchasing the
Call and Post

is to continue

the publication of a newspaper
that has long history of proudly
serving andpositively influenc
ing its readers,” said King.

Angeles Times.

Belmount Heights Little Leaguers Honored

Was it the last time?
Michael’s probably got
TAMPA-A banquet was
Nobody knows yet.
another five years left in his
held
recently at Ryans Steak
“My answer is that there
career before you even see a '
House
honoring Belmount
are still a lot of unanswered decline in him,” said Pippen.
questions,” said Jordan, who
“I know that in some point Heights Little Leaguers - the
scored 45 points, including a in time my career is going to be Kimmis Minors which is
pull-up jumper with 5.2 sec over and I can devote 100 per coached by Russel Porter, Sr.
onds left that gave the Chicago cent of my time towards par and Reggie Johnson.
Little leaguers Jared
Bulls their sixty NBA champi enthood,” Jordan said of his
Speights, Russell Porter, Jr.
onship with an 87-86 victory femily. “My kids are at the age
over -the Utah Jazz in Game 6. now they need the attention of and Mario Wilson were given
“It’s a lot of sympathetic their father, and the guidance of beautiful trophies for “Most
Valuable Players”.
feelings about this team and their father. My wife for so long
Pictured are just a some of
where we want it to go.”
has carried both mantles, and
many players that received
“I don’t want to start over. she’s done a good job, and now
awards and trophies during the
I’m pretty sure losing Phil is a there’s time for me to take over
banquet.
sign of that,” Jordan said at a my own.”
.
news conference before teeing

Jordan' and his wife Juanita,

It was really a wonderful

off at the Michael Jordan
Celebrity Golf Classic. “So I

have three children under age

treat where all of the players

10. Jordan said he looks for

had an expression of excite

can tell you where my mind is

ward to helping his children

ment on their facesfor the out
standing performance in team

leaning in some respects..!, with their homework and tak
don’t want a rebuilding ing them to camp. Things like
process.”
“My decision is coming
veiy quickly. And I know this
time I want to evaluate all

he looks forward to.
Jordan’s decision could be
swayed by whom the Bulls hire

Standing: Russell Portel, £>r., Russell Porter, Jr.,
and Reggie Williams; Kneeling: Jared Speights,
SsB
Mario Wilson

efforts and the self confidence
they had.

as a coach, but Krause said that

options, and I don’t want to
make a rush judgement,” he

move could be at least weeks

said “Yes, I’ve said all along
that if Phil is not my coach

anyone, Krause said Jordan

away and before the Bulls hire

there’s no way I can play. And

will be consulted.
Nevertheless, whatever he

I’m pretty firm with that.
“Before I make that deci

chooses to do - many of the us
still would like tobe like Mike.!

their choices. But I’ve felt
strongly, I still, feel strongly
about it, but I just don’t want to

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

make a rush judgement or

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

nal, stood at halfcourt wagging
six fingers for the number of
championships he has nearly
single-handedly won for the
Bulls. A unanimous choice for
his sixth Finals MVP trophy, he
walked off with that too.
If he walks away for good,
this game would be the ulti
mate stamp bn an incompara
ble career. With a jump-stop
and flick of the wrist he
seemed to want to hold on to
forever, Jordan added another
incredible moment to highlight
film that future generations will

CARWASH
(QUlKLUBE)
DETAIUNG
CENTER

“When evil men plOt, gOOd men
must plan. When evil men burn and
bomb, goOd men must build and
bind. When evill men shOut ugly
words of hatred, gOOd men must
COmmit themselves to the gtories Of
tove.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

sion, I’ve got to see what the
team is going to do in terms of

career-ending decision.”
Jordan, an American origi

Lawanda Boone and Jared Speights

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(813)327-1900

8:30 te 5:30 Monday ^Sahmlay I
FULL
1
FULL
"FRESH
THE
SERVICE
SERVICE OIL
WORKS! 'N SHINE" CAR WASH
CHANGE
$2°° SAVE $1“
SAVE $3°° SAVE $2“ SAVE
FULL SERviCE
Soft Cloth Car
SINCE 1958

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

*23.99

Car Wash, IH.TRA SHIMli

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor. Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener.

CARWASH
Polish Wax, lll.'I'RA
SHINE Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

*13,00 ! MOJO !

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)

Coupon EXPIRES 7/31/98

Coupon EXPIRES 7/31/98

Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

*7.95

Plus Tax* (Reg. $12.50)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 7/31/98

Coupon EXPIRES 7/31/98

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLlX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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Ocala “
Final Rites i

St. Pete
Final Rites

ing

friends.

Mae) and Malcolm Frazier

JEROME-passed June 28,

Funeral services entrusted to

(Maigie); her mother, Willie

1998. Survivois to remem

Young’s

Home,

Mae Rogers; four sisteis,

ber the memories are his

Qearwater, FL____________

one brother and a host of

mother,

CATIA, JESSE L- passed

other loving but sorrowing

Blake,

June 19,1998. To mourn his

family and friends. Funeral

Lashay Petterson; brothers,

passing is his son, Jesse L

services entrusted to Smith

Eric (Jenny), Kevin, Troy,

Catia, Jr. and wife, Qem-

Funeral Home, St Peteis

Marcus McTier and Kerry

mie; one daughter, Kathleen

buig, FL_______________

Stephens; sisters, Gloria Me

Manuel (James); one broth

JACKSON, CHARLES

Crea (Durwin), Annette Bell

er, two sisteis and a host of

BERNARD-passed July 5,

(Alexander) Stephanie Ward

other family and friends.

1998. He leaves to cherish

(Darryl), Yata McTier, Debo

Funeral arrangements pro

his memories his father,

rah Howard (Edward), Dana

vided by Young’s Funeral

Charlie Will Jackson; sis

Mitchell (John)

Home, Qearwater, FL

teis,

Jackson,

Hutchins (Harold) and a host

brother,

of other loving femily and

and

Funeral

Melani

CLAY, LEVISTENE passed away June 17,1998.

Sophia

ing

family

and

friends.

Peter

(Willie

Harris;

Matthew Jackson;

grandchildren,

Home, St Petersbuig, FL

Petersbuig.

Jackson and a host of loving

Theodis

Qay, Jr., Patricia Jackson,

1998. He leaves to mourn

grand children and a host of

leaves to mourn her, hus

his mother, Daisy A.Person;

other loving family and

Young's

band,

Anthony

stepfather, Gennie Peison;

friends. Funeral services

Qearwater, FL

Owen, II, Michael Allen

six brothers, five sisters and

arranged by Young’s Funer

Owen; ex-husband, Adrian

a host of other relatives and

Anthony Owen; mother,

friends. Funeral arrange

Alneta Gaddy Blye; stepfa

ments entrusted to Creal

ther, Reuben Blye; biologi

Funeral Home, St Peters-

She leaves to cherish pre

entrusted

to

al Home, Qearwater, FL

Summers Funeral Home,

cious memories her mother,

Ocala, FL

Ruth Rebecca Miller; step

children,

Stewart; two brothers, Jim
mie Lane and Willie T ane;
one sister, Nancy Mae Gre
gory and a host of other sor

Weathers;

1998. He leaves to cherish

Young’s

his wonderful memoiy, his

Qearwater, EL

Funeral services entrusted to
Funeral Home,

Home,

passed June 28, 1998. She
leaves to mourn her mother

Howard
Andrea

ford; fether-in-law, Matthew
Nathan, mother-in-law, Mary
Nathan; two sisters, two
brotheis and a host of other

Hiers;

sisters,

FL

1998. He leaves to cherish

“PQP”-passed

services entrusted to McRae
Funeral Home, StPetersbuig,FL_________________

his long life of memories his

1998. He is survived by his

July

mother, Juanita Hamilton

daughter, Maude I. Man

Turner,

Cunningham

Funeral

Home, Ocala, FL

THORNTON, CEDRIC
RASHAD-passed June 28,

Castleberry; two daughteis,
Betty and Lonya Castleber

daughter,

Aria

A Full Service Firm

host of other loving family
and friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Young’s Funeral
Home, Gearwater,

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

Funeral Director
Since 1975

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Creal Funeral
(1 Seventh
Homes
Avenue Chapel
■ 1940 7th Avenue SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Notary Public

Dr. M.L King St Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King Street SOUth
■
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

rUNEIMU,

sister,

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. * Chailes S. Chestnut, IV,‘L.F.D.

(

State ADorovedPre-Funeral

I

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
CrematiOn Service • Shipping Service

•

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue
• P.O. Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

(352)372-2537
(352) 377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

Serving From TWO Convenient Locations

Elizabeth

Swinton, one brother, Fred
Hamilton;

step

sister,

Shirley Utley; stepbrother,
James Turner, (Pearl), aunt

HENRY,
LEE-passed

WILLIE

Edith Brooks (Columbus)

Survivois include her hus

and a host of dther sorrow-

band, Hayward; two sons,

’QRIEF BREAKS HEARTS

July 5, 1998.

’'Blessed are they that mourn:
for they shall be comforted.”

ry; three brotheis, seven sis-

Matthew 5:4

An Easy Way to Pay

Thornton; fether Antonio
Murray; mother Tremese

Carmichael (Maudie) two
brothers, two sisteis and a

“Your Friends Who Care

“Quality and Service’

1998. He leaves to mourn a
loving

In Advance For Your Funeral

Durden, Step-fether, Daniel
Durden; one sister, Selena

( The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:
! * Brings family and friends together tor support.
! * Acknowledges the life ltved by a loved-one.

J * encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.
* Supports the value of region through ceremonies.

Durden; two brothers, John

"Yes, that's right,: there

ny and Octavis Durden and
a host of other family and

is an easy way to pay

friends. Funeral services
entrusted

to

for your funeral arid

Summers

have peace of mind."

Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

YOUNG,
“RILL’’-The

‘A Zlon HIU MORTUARY VGHMiCG H€IK
nem> those B&oto hearts /

tq

Dwayne E. Matt,L.F.D.

328-0466

1700 oth St So.
St Petersburg. Florida, 33707

WILLIE
curtain was

lowered July 1, 1998. His
memories will be cherished
by a loving wife, Queen
Maiy Dickey Young; Rosa
Lee Montgomery (Young);

The average funeral costs much less today than most
people think. However, in the future, an average funeral
will Cost more.

children, Laura Eleby, Lil
lian

Wells,

McCloud ,
Janett

Charlene
Rosa Jones,

Oswald,

Young,

(Marie)

Young,

Ifyou pay now, your funeral is fully fended and won't
pose a financial burden to those left behind.

Brenda

Young, Les Dove, Tammie
Terrell

Robert
Willie

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan
you want and ifyou relocate--your plan goes with you.

“Bill” Young, Jr., Bemhine
and Robert Young; Bobby,

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFVL.
We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one’s life.
Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

Don't delay...

Frankie Brown and a host of
other loving family and

CARING STAFF.

friends. Funeral arrange
ments entrusted to Cunning
ham’s

Funeral

Ocala, FL

■

Home,

Lee

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Robert C. Young

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala, Florida 34475

2,

wife, Sarah K.Thomas; one

Funeral services entrusted to

Wilbert

Funeral Home PA.

Limousine Rental Service

tftft

HAMILTON, JAMES

memory is his wife, Patricia

son,

—CUNNINGHAM’S

Goshay, Tiffany

THOMAS, EUGENE
CLARK-passed on July 2,

of other femily and friends.

one

Home, Qeaiwater, FL

Funeral Home, Qearwater,

July 4,1998, To cherish his

daughter,

vided by Young’s Funeral

ments entrusted to Young’s

Emma Thomas and a host

one

Funeral arrangements pro

family and friends. Funeral

and many other family and
friends. Funeral arrange

CASTLEBERRY, JOHN

memories

Juanita N. Alston (Albert);

loving family and friend.

“Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding”

Howard, Leanne Anthony

WZLL-departed this life

parents,

Howard and Marie Craw

(Summers funeral S^ome

and a host of other loving

DAVIS, DEMETRIA-

Suzanne Howard; father

ning; one daughter-in-law,

her

N. Fowler, Miriah Harris

to

Qearwater, FL

rowing femily and friends.

nifer M. Harris, Shavonne

brothers and a host of other

Funeral

Nathan; her daughter, Jessica

Michael, Jabbar and Jen

femily and friends, frineral

Young’s

HARRIS, JESSE HENDRICK-passed July 5

Jesse Jr., Earl (Carolyn),

mond Bascomb. Her sisters,

entrusted

devoted husband, Matthew

She leaves to cherish her

wife, Early D; children,

Regina,

Maria, Anthony and Ray

services

TOMMIE

ries his son, Johnny Lee

mother, Dee Gloria Randall;
four

cherish her memories her

Young's
Funeral
Home

to

Home,

leaves to cherish his memo

BETTY

al

services

LANE,

June 30,1998. She leaves to

PETERSON,
WILLA
MAE-passed June 28,1998.

LEE-passed recently. He

__________

AAW-died June 26, 1998.

entrusted
Funeral

NATHAN,
MAGGIE
MARIE- departed this life

services

entrusted to Creal Funeral

passed July 1, 1998. She

relatives and friends. Funer

Funeral

Christina

land, grandfather Charlie

femily and friends. Funeral

BASCOMB,

friends.

Denise

grandmother, Mamie More

services

' buig

daughter,

Smith Funeral Home, St.

Leroy Burch; four great

cal fether, Grover C. Gaddy,

Christine

Funeral services entrusted to

ANDREWS, WILLIE
JAMES-passed July 11,

Jr. and a host of other loving

Alice

He leaves to mourn three

GADDY
OWEN,
SHIRLEY DENISE -

Adrian

DEXTER

Norris

family

Brothers

MCTIER,

ters and a host of other lov

Call or. Write to us today
to leam more about
funeral planning.
McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)895-6005

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg^ FL 33705

894-2266
Taking Time to Serve Others
Jerome B. Smith, President-LF.D. • Hubert C. Reynolds Jr: Family Service Counselor-L.F.D.
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
• Free Cash Grants!
$500 FREE GROCERY
COUPONS OF YOUR
CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN
DENTAL-VISION
PRESCRIPTIONS

The human brain
made up of more *. an
eight billion cells.
CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N.. 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

1

$15 Mth Household - $9 Mth
Individual. Pre-Established Rates.
Oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
Cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20, Composite $35, Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root Canal Anterior $195, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain Crown $395. Dentures Upper or Lower $450. Braces Children $1850, Adults $1950.
• Over 200 Dental Procedures.
Cosmetic Dentistry & Specialists.
• Over 12,000 Optical Providers.
Eye Exams & Surgery.
• Over 35,000 Pharmacy Locations.
-Over 10,000 Per Month JoiningMember Or Sales Details Mailed.

(813)866-8106
City of St. Petersburg
PAYROLL COORDINA
TOR

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

$26,021 - $38,355

Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842 St.
Petersburg,
FL 33731.
Preference in appointment
will be extended to eligible
veterans and, in some
instances, spouses of eligi
ble veterans. To recieve
veteran's preference, docu
mentation of status must be
submitted at time of appli
cation.

City of St. Petersburg
MANAGER, ENGINEER

Administrative and techni

ING DESIGN

cal

$45,800 - $68,400

detailed support for all

work

providing

Closing date 8-21-98

activities of the “Finance
Department

Responsible
civil

professional

Section, including respon

and

sibility for the processing

in

and distribution bf the

directing

City's payroll and related

engineering

administrative

Payroll

work

planning

and

activities

related

to

the

design and preparation of

software

system

frame

administration.

plans and specifications for

Must possess a minimum

public works projects. This

of 64 credit hours from an

position requires manage

accredited junior college

ment of a design division

or university or an equiv

consisting of 25 staff mem

alent combination of edu

bers within the Engineering

cation

Department, responsibly in

charge of producing bid
documents

for

approxi

mately $20-30 million of
Public Works Improvement

One

and

experience.

year

experience

maintaining

$26,957 - $36,296 .
Closing date 7-29-98

inspection

tory

required. Prefer a Certified
Payroll

four year college or univer

Kronos and Software Plus

sity with a degree in civil

Human Resburces/Payroll

engineering. Considerable

System is desirable. Must

progressive experience in

also be in possession of

Knowledge

State of Florida Board of

Employment .Office, P.O.

Engineering

Box 2842, St. Petersburg,.

drainage,

roadway and bridge- pro
jects in addition to

Auto

CADD is required.
Interested persons should
submit a cover letter and
resume to the Employment
Office, P.O. Box 2842, St.

We also have openings in this area that will allow you
to work in an active hospital environment, developing
new clients and maintaining ah existing client base.
This exciting position involves working with spme of
Merck’s most important product offerings, providing
information to physicians, HMOs and other medical
institutions. A BS/BA, preferably in Nursing,
Pharmacy or Biological Sciences is required. A
successful background in medical and/or pharma
ceutical sales or hospital sales experience is desirable.

Must be a high school grad

SPECIALTY SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

uate qr be in possession of a

Current and future positions in specialty sales are
available in the following therapeutic areas:
osteoporosis, cardiovascular, neurology, dermatology,
respiratory, ophthalmics, urology and infectious
diseases. A BS/BA or equivalent is required and
experience in one of the therapeutic specialties is
highly desirable.

GED certificate with five
years experience as a jour
neyman electrician or an
electrical contractor. Must

resume

sewer,

with

to

also possess state certifica

hire. Applicant must also be

tain a valid State of Florida

FL 33731. Preference in
appointment
extended

• will
to

work force; we
are an equal
opportunity
employer m/f/d/v.

Instances, spouses of eligi

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6TH Judicial Circuit
Guardian ad Litem Case Coordinator — Coordinates case work activi
ties of volunteers in the representation of children in dependency cases
and custody disputes. Assists in preparation of reports and attends court
hearings as necessary. Req. BA and 1 yr of exper working in social ser
vices, counseling, teaching or working with volunteers Salary $2,044/mo
+ bnfts.
Trial Court Staff Attorney - Graduation from an accredited law school; I
ability to digest and communicate concepts orally and in writing; ability
to exercise discretion, confidentiality, impartiality and honesty in handling

-JT

___________ ________ ____________ _

umentation of status must

ty damage and personal

be submitted at time of

injury coverage for "busi

application.

ness

Petersburg, Fl 33731.

use".

Residency

Requirement

commercial or residential property

(j

WATER RECLAMATION

BUSINESS MANAGER

■

PLANT OPERATOR II
$24, 898 - $32,074
Closing date 7-29-98

Skilled work, which may
involve limited supervisory
duties, in the inspection and
operation of equipment in a

Having problems with:

■

*

Zoning • Board of Vdjuslment (BOA)
Ein ironmental Development Commission
*
(EDC) • Code Enforcement *
Building Dept, - Permits
■ Consult with us first. Call for an
jl
t.
appointment now.

WAG DESIGNS

•

on a permanent rotating
shift. Must be a high school
graduate or possess a GED
certificate

supplemented

* , with some experience in the
operation of a wastewater
treatment plant. Must also

LEGAL OUTREACH ASSISTANT

be in possession of a cur

Growing domestic violence agency is seeking a
highly responsible and well organized individual
to provide phone counseling to survivors of
domestic violence; record keeping; victim assist;
cler duties. Requires: 2 yrs college training in
soc serv or life equivalent, oral/written comm,
skills, computer literate, FT/PT. Resumes by
7/14 to- CASA, PO Box 414, St. Petersburg, FL
33731 Fax: (727) 821-7101. EOE

Wastewater Operator "C"

rent ' State

of

Florida

Certificate for Wastewater
treatment

or

higher.

Females are encouraged

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs

BlLL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
ChurCh Events * Banquets
SChool Aotivities * Weddings
Sorority or FraterriityACtivities
* Sports * Reunions

to apply for this career
opportunity.
Requirement

Residency

|n(jU|ge jq romantic hi-jinks on

the 18th. Homey aspects on the 19th sug
gest a family gathering could turn nicely
nostalgic. When the Sun enters your home
zone on the 22nd, you could become inter
ested in tracing your clan’s history.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

Under a playful Moon on the
20th, a day with your mate turns into a
wildly romantic adventure. After the 22nd,
you may-be bit by the travel bug—if you
can’t get away, phone some chums you
haven’t seen in a while.

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

wastewater treatment plant

JDAY OR MQHTl

/:\ I

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

On the 19th, Venus starts her
four-week sojourn through your sign,
boosting your self-confidence and making
you feel gorgeous and unstoppable; buy a
bold shade of lipstick. Your confidence and
charisma could garner attention at work.

M_________

Libra
September 23 to October 22

SH Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

I
With Mars boosting your natu- j
ral ESP, rumors could flourish that you’re >.
a bonafide mind-reader! On the 20th, host
a romantic dinner party for two. Buy a suit
or polish your resume after the 22nd,
when the stars favor your career.

Nis-

November 22 to December 21

Jupiter trines the Sun on the
20th, and you once again feel like heading
off for parts unknown. Bring your mate
along for the ride to help you relax. Under
desk-tidying aspects, you could rearrange
or spruce up your workspace.

Capricorn
December 22 to January19
Your mate will find'you irre
sistible after the 19th when Venus lights
up your marriage zone! After the 22nd,
money could spring from an unexpected
source. Court visits and legal proceedings
are favored for the next few weeks.

Aquarius
W:*

July 23 to August 22

Wham—the Sun and then a
New Moon electrifying your sign will make
you feel like you’re on top of the world! On
the 23rd and 24th, passion could reach
three-alarm status; turn up the AC and
chill with your mate. .

January 20 to February 18

After the 22nd, watch for clues
to your mate’s secret wish. Even as
Uranus urges'you to reach for the stars,
you could look for extra emotional support
down here on earth by adopting a cuddly
new pet or joining a book club.

Pisces
August 23 to September 22

With Venus and Jupiter mak
ing eyes at each other in the heavens,
your days will be full of romance for the
next month or more. From the 22nd on,
.'everyday activities will move forward at an
easy, leisurely pace.

1
|

1------- Over the next month, a parent .
could visit or send a gift. While Venus acts .■■
as your cheerleader for the rest of the sea
son, your reputation will glow! With so
many friends seeking your company, why
not throw a party?

April 20 to May 20

'

i.

J-

~

Taurus

ATTENTION

State of Florida for proper

...

For the next four weeks, you’ll
happily measure and compare swatches
while a redecorating project takes shape.
. On the 22nd, a lottery could change your
address to Easy Street. Matters regarding
real estate could be very profitable now.

www.merck.com

bility established by the

veteran's preference, doc

‘

March 21 to April 19.

mum requirements of lia

ble veterans. To receive

$52,099- 79,012/yr., DOQ. Professional & adm. work'planning,
organizing & directing a staff engaged in investigating & securing
enforce of ordinances & regulations related to Consumer affairs &
.business licensipg. BS/BA Pub./Bus. Adm./related; 7 yrs. profes
sional exp. in related agency mgmt./ media relations incl. 2 yrs.
suprv. in an investigative or regulatory field dealing w/consumer
public; or equiv. PREFER budgeting exp.; mer. exp. in law
enforce./legal field; exp. with/in Windows/local-client-server envir.
Related MS/MA or J.D. a+. (PBC Driving Policy: Not been con
victed of 3 mov. violations, 1 DUI/DWI in past 24 mos)
Appl/resumes must incl. SS#, position title & be reed, by 5 PM
7/24/98. Palm Beach Co. Personnel, 50 S. Military Tr. #210, W.
Palm Beach, .FL 33415 (Fax 561/233-4604) EO/AA (DFWP)

Your Horoscope

Principals only,
no agencies
please.

policy that meets the mini

CALL TODAY!
TOLL FREE "HELPLINE" 1-888-324-3571

DIRECTOR, CONSUMER AFFAIRS (Palm Beach Co.),

Qualified candidates wifi be contacted, no phone calls
please. We take pride in the breadth and depth of our

and automobile insurance

some

Candidate should have 4 year degree in
aceounting (CPA preferred), be proficient
in Microsoft Office and Windows 95,
with a working knowledge of BIAS and
AS400, and a minimum of 5 years TV
broadcast experience. Excellent people
skills a must. Strong financial back
ground and MIS computer experience in
hardware/software setup and maintenanCe. Formal work experience with data
communicatios including Novell network
support and Windows NT. MIS degree
helpful. TV32 Tampa Bay, WWWB-TV
is an equal opportunity employer. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Call (813) 626-3232 for an application..

%

a personal motor vehicle

eligible

Veterans and, In

Largo, FL 33770-3770

Center, Source Code: EHZAXT033, PO Box 62195,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 or fax to: (408) 745-7012.

driver's license and provide

be

586-4432

send your resume to: Merck Resume Scanning

in possession of and main

& PRE-RECORDED
MESSAGE REVEALS STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW, TO
PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS. FIND OUT WHAT THE INSURANCE COMPANIES DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW! THEY'RE BANKING ON IT.
BEST CALL YOU'LL EVER MAKE.

300 E. Bay Drive

We offer What you’d expect from a global leader: an
excellent compensation package that includes bonus
eligibility, a company car, an expense account and a
full range of benefits including a 401 (k) plan. Please

tion within, six months of

the

FREE 30 PAGE BOOKLET

& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)

to exceed 2 yrs. Salary $2,906/mo (Bar member) + bnfts.
Applications only by July 24. Available at:
- Pinellas Cty Historic Old Courthouse, 324 S. Ft. Harrison Ave., Rm 102,
Clearwater
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir, Rm H3004 (Fiscal
Office) Clearwater
- County Building, 150 Fifth St N, Rm 223 (Alt. Dispute), St. Petersburg
- Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco Judicial Center, 7530 Little
Rd., New Port Richey
'
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a disability requiring a
special accommodation to participate in the application process should
call 813-464-4646.

HOSPITAL SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

in structures of all types.

interested persons should .

ih possession of a current

water,

compliance

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

matters before the Court. Fla Bar membership preferred. Appointment not

medical diagnostics is a plus.

alteration of electrical sys

of Florida driver's license.

submit ,a cover letter and

License . Familiarity with

code

tems and related equipment

and maintain a valid State

ment projects. Must also be

Engineering

and

erning the installation and

of

ing design and bid docu

Professional

We have openings in this area for dynamic, aggressive
sales professionals. TO qualify, you must have a
BSZBA or equivalent. Experience in pharmaceutical
sales and marketing, public employee health and/or

field

applicable ordinances gov

Professional

Lotus 1-2-3, WordPerfect,

Examiner's

PROFESSIONAL SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

ing and maintaining regula

financial records is also

uate from an accredited

ments for capital improve

Enhancing the quality of life. This is the commitment
that Merck stands on and it’s what has distinguished
us as the world’s premier developer, manufacturer and
marketer of innovative health products. Come and
work with us. Experience a collective effort admired by
many, duplicated by none.

(Development Services)

business

s annually. Must be a grad

and consultants in develop

INSPEC

technical

Accepting Applications

EOE MFDV
Jobline 813/541-0703
Phone 813/541-1003
Fax 813/541-0825

AUTO ACCIDENT
INJURY ?

terminally ill.

CITY OF PINELLAS PARK
Attn:’ Human Resources
5141 78th Avenue
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

TOR

, Skilled,

Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the

For consideration, submit a resume with cover letter
Julyr^9hl199? to,d requirements’ and references by

enforcement work in secur

(CPP).

the management of staff

ELECTRICAL

A

Other requirements include experience with budgeting, pension systems, financial reports, acturial state
ments, applicable laws and regulations, and the abil
ity to communicate effectively orally and in writing
Although not required, it would be a -plus if the
selected candidate became a resident of the Citv of
Pinellas Park.
,

Gity of St. Petersburg

main

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Requirements include a Bachelor's Degree in
Accounting, Finance or related field and a minimum
ol o years of public, governmental, or private
accounting experience. A Master's Degree and CPA
are preferred.

Requirement

Closing date 7-24-98

Hospice

The City of Pinellas Park, FL is seeking a Financr
Administrator to administer the City's financial oper
ations, pension system, budget, and oversee tht
activities of the Accounting, Utility Billing, ant
Purchasing Divisions. Reporting to the Citi
Manager, the Finance Administrator serves as tht
pension administrator and provides advice to the
City Manager and City Council on financial deci
sions. The City of Pinellas Park has approximately
500 employees, a populationof 44, 472, and an annu
al budget of more than $42 million.

Specialized work in the
purchasing and expediting
of commodities and ser
vices for use by the city.
Work includes evaluating
market
conditions
and
trends, planning specifica
tion and long range com
modity objectives, and
developing
procurement
schedules. Prefer a graduate
of, an accredited two year
college or university with
major course work in busi
ness
administration,
accounting or related field.
Must have experience in
buying complex and techni
cal products and services,
and construction. Must
have team leadership skills,
good communication and
analytical skills and be a
problem solver. Certified
professional public buyer
preferred.
Residency

SAVINGStuS80%
j

FINANCE
ADMINISTRATOR

City of St. Petersburg
BUYER II
(Purchasing Department)
$27,352 - $40,227
Closing date 7-24-98

College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never Repay.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-5021.

February 19 to March 20

Travel undertaken now will
broaden knowledge of yourself and oth
ers; consider a locale you’ve never visited.
Still waiting for your lucky day? The 20th
may be it—a magnificent Sun-Jupiter trine
signals good fortune coming your way.
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Shop Smart &
Save on all youi
Back To School
Essentials!

Check inside for more savings! Stock up and Save!

Theme Books

50C!

Limit 10 packages with
additional $10.00 order.

wide or college ruled
wirebound

Red or White

Seedless
Grapes
Harvest Fresh
Juicy Sweet, a summer treat!

12 Pak Chek
Beverages

12 pack, 12 oz. cans
All Varieties
Limit 2 with additional purchase

Charmin
“Big Roll”
Bath Tissue
9 roll package
ultra or big squeeze

Tide Ultra
Liquid or Powdered
Laundry Detergent

Save
70C!
100 oz. tiottle or 33 to 42 load
regular, with bleach, mountain spring,
mountain spring with bleach or
perfume free

Limit 2 with additional purchase

wiSsOPDOl

America’s Supermarket

PRICES AND ITEMS GOOD
WEDNESDAY, JULY IS THROUGH
TUESDAY, JULY 21,1998
QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED. COPYRIGHT
1998 - WINN-DIXIE STORES
• INC. TAMPA DIVISION

This ad is effedive in the following Florida countire only: Highland, Hardee, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, PasCo,
Polk, Sarasota, Lee, DeSoto, Collier, Charlotte, and the City of LaBelle.

